ALPINE PARAGLIDING
Brian and Nikki Webb
PO Box 3 BRIGHT VIC 3741
Tel: 057 551753
Fax: 057 551677

PARAGLIDER PROFESSIONALS
Learn to Paraglide at Bright, the Paragliding Centre of Australia. The
Bright area is already world renowned for Hang Gliding. Now the same
superb facilities are available for Paragliding

Year round tuition - 7 Days a week
$220
$770
$220
$220
$440

2 Day Introductory
7 Day HGFA Recreational Licence
2 Day Hang Glider to Paraglider conversion
2 Day Paraglider Thermalling & XC
4 Day Paraglider to Hang Glider conversion
Paraglider Insurance
Theft or loss through forcible entry
Direct physical damage from an external cause

PARAGLIDING

Para Pacific Monarch -Intermediate/
$2,499
Advanced
Brand new canopy from New Zealand
Open leading edge, no battens, very very easy
to deploy, accelarator bar, 45kmh top speed,
good for stronger sea breezes, very good in
thermals. Excellent value. Price
includes harness, bag & accelerator bar
Sizes: 21, 24, 26 square meters
FALHAWK Athlete - Intermediate/
Advanced
$2,810-3,234
Superb Paraglider, excellent speed range
Sizes: 19, 22, 24, 27, 30 square meters
Standard: SHV/DHV Gutesiegel
Neo Beginner/Intermediate
$2,680-3,219
New entry level canopy, as expected
from Falhawk
good quality and good handling
Sizes: 19, 22, 24, 27 square metres
Coming Soon: the APEX,
$3,806-4,181
latest from the Falhawk factory patience it's going to be good
Emergency Reserve Systems
APCO Pulled APEX 26ft round
Cylinder packed
Long bridle
$587
Short bridle
$577
Square packed
Long bridle, enlarged bag, eyelets
harness attachment system
$687
Short bridle + eyelets
$587
Standard: DHV Gutesiegel

USE D

$100 pa

SALES

S HOP

APCO Hilite II -Intermediate to Advanced $2,881-3,080
Sizes: 23, 25, 28 square meters
Including bag
Standard: SHY Gutesiegel
Black Magic - Beginners to
Intemediate
Sizes: 22, 24, 27 square meters
Standard: ACPFULS/DHV Gutesiegel

$2,638-2,864
including
harness
& bag

Reserve Re-packing Service, Be sure
Re-packing by an APF qualified rigger

+

DAVRON 200+ ALTIMETERNARIO
Precision miniature instrument, two altimeters,
vario up and down, optional up only, elasticated
thigh attachment, fluoro pink
Books
ABC of Paragliding, Hubert Aupertit
A comprehensive introduction to Paragliding
NEW
Paragliding Flight, Dennis Pagen
Walking on air, an extensive new Paragliding
book, from the ground up

$45
p&p

$649

$29.50
+$2.50 pp
$28.00
+ $2.50 pp

BIG Wind Socks
2 metres long, 2.5 metres high, collapsible
steel post and spike, fluoro colours to order
Paraglider Sail Sign Writing
Paragliders sign written to order, If you're going
to do it, then do it properly

$85.00

$POA

PARAGLIDERS

- 28 sq m. Beginner
$1,400
- 24,sq m. Intermediate
$1,999
- 24 sq m. Beginners/Intermediate
$1,700
Paraglider, vario, altimeter and radio hire from $45 daily
Please note: Alpine Paragliding will not sell a Paraglider to anyone who does not have a Recreational licence
APeo Dreams
AIRWAVE Black Magic
APeO Speedstar 2
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CLUBS

kysailor appears 12 times per year as a
service to members. For non-members
living in Australia the subscription is Aus. $48
pa. o"erseas magazine subscription is Aus.
$65 (sent SAL) . Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles ,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the editor reserves the right to
edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be
published and all contributions should be accompanied by the contributor's name, address
and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented
in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution.

S

DEADLINE
15th of the month for contributions,
market place, etc.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the
Editor. All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work incur
additional cost.

HGFA ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership
renewals, short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should
be sent to:

HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
PO Box 4
EXETER NSW 2579
Tel (048) 834180
PRESIDENT

ADMINISTRATOR

Phil Mathewson
Ph (02) 5608773 AH

Ian Jarman
(048) 834 180

SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS
All Skysailor contributions should be
sent to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 281988
Ph (066) 281991 BH & AH

STATE ASSOCIATIONS

Nobby Area Sky
Sailing Club (Bris.)
Pres. Hank Van
Raalte
(075) 463021
Sec. Rolf Damm
(07) 3561546

Mid North Coast HG
Assoc (NSW)
Pres: Craig Worth
(065) 592713
Sec. Ben Leonard
(065) 832591

For information about ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate state association or club.

Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres: Peter Hansen
(049) 712330

North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Brian Webb
(057) 551753

NSWHGA Inc (address for HGFA)
Treasurer - Keith Maxwell (02) 9643267 W
(02) 5877971 H

lIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meetings: Port Kembla
Leagues Club 1st Wed
ea month Contact Harry
Docking (042)
967796 H or (042)
564388 W

Capricorn Skyrlders
Club
Brian Smith
Rockhampton
(079) 287858
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769

Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Jo McNamara
(042) 942305
Sec. Derrick Inglis
(042) 942305

Byron Bay H.G. Club
Pres. Ric Caster

ACTHGA
PO Box 3496
Manuka2603
Sec. Garth Wimbush
(062) 2477526 H

QHGA Inc
PO Box 1319
Springwood 4127
Pres. Dave Marsh
(07) 8242508 or
Pager (07)8348858

VicHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Hanna
(03) 5985835 H

HGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth 6151
Sec. Danny Byrne
(09) 3873605

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(OS) 2130600

TasHGA
28 Benwerrin Court
Norwood 7250
Sec. Steve Richards
(003) 447101 H

Keep the articles comingll
We will give $50 per month for the best
cover photo sent in. It can be a black
and white, colour photo or slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested.
Please supply a stamped, self addressed envelope for their return.

CONTENTS
Editor's Corner
Letters
Competitions
Cross Country League
by Len Paton
New Products
A Trip to Buffalo
by David Allan
Coaching Seminar
Accident Reports
State & Club News
Market Place

4

5
7
14
16
18
21

22
24
29

Next Month
Coopla NSW, Gillies FNQ and Eungella NQ
comp reports, also Freestyle and its place in
today's sport.

FRONT COVER

(066) 280356
Sec. Greg Wilson

(066) 280356

Gladstone HG Club
6 Edward St
Boyne Island 4680
Pres. Pat Purcell
(079) 792562
Sec. Craig Anderson

Cairns Hang Gliding
Club (Qld)
Nev Akers
(070) 512438 W
Warwick Gill
(070) 537768 H

Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Pres: John Hajje
(02) 9822635
Sec: Peter Cairns
(02) 4162370

Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
Sec. Steve Johnson
(071/074) 941867
Pres. Robert Keen
(071/074) 455642
Dave Cookman
Central West HG Club (071) 498573
Pres - Len Paton
Stan Roy
(068) 537220
(071) 459185
Sec. Jenny Ganderton Alf Carter
(068) 537220
(071) 457265
Tres. Mark Madden
(063) 622927
Newcastle HG Club
Kosciusko Alpine
Pres Richard McWhinney Paragliding Club
(049) 549415
Pro Guenther Sanssen
Sec. Jeff Blunt
(064) 562276
(049) 487491
Sec. Stuart Andrews
(064) 576190
Lower Blue Mts
HG Club
Pres. Garry Carr
(02) 6444249 AH
(02) 2958040 BH
Rolf Muller
(02) 735212 H

Sutton Forest Flyers
Pres. Richard Reitzin
(02) 2353033W
(02) 3651533H
Sec. David Jones
(048) 611699W
(048) 894182H

Sky High
Paragliding Club
Pres. Scott Beresford
(03) 4806441 ah
Sec. Samantha Clarke
(03) 6184398 bh

Cudgeegong Valley
HG Club
Sec. Geoff Eustace
(063) 722432

Eastern H.G. Club
Peter Batchelor (03) 7353095
Greg Withers (03) 8763981 meet
3rd Wed of month Olinda Hotel, Main St
Ulydale (near railway line)

CREDITS

Takeoff Tegelberg, German
Nationals, July 1990
Cartoons

Pilot - Mark Newland
Typing, Typesetting
& Layout
Printer

Julius Makk, Rohan
Rob Julian,
Marie Jeffery
Quality Plus,
Ballina
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Editor's Corner
It must be summer! This month's issue is full of
competitions and comp entry forms, so I wish all
competitors good luck and safe flying.
We are now 5 months into the next membership
year and memberships are still way, way down.
In June I posted out some 2,200 copies of
Skysailor, July and August it was only 900. This
month Australia Post will deliver 1,350. By now
you will have worked out that there are some 800
unfinancial members out there! So, is the
guy/girl you fly with financial? If not, then he/she
is flying illegally. Its up to you and your club to
find out who is unfinancial and get them to rejoin,
or tell them to kindly keep their glider in the
garage!!
What if they say, "But I only fly a few times a
year"? These pilots are the ones who should
have HGFA third party insurance as they are
more likely to have an accident!

The Ed gets airborne at Mt Tamborine, SE Qld - p S McKendry
Accident reports are still flooding in and many are far too
lengthy. You aren't PROUD of your bingles, are you?!! Do keep
sending these reports in but ~ keep them concise and
factual. Then I will have more room for articles on the better
side of our sport.

Its also time to remind you of a few dos and don'ts regarding
photographs. Try to get your favourite piccy so sharp it could
be used as a knife. Dark colours and shadows are a no-no, eg
snaps of your flying buddy sitting under the shade of his/her
glider. The print camera will turn it into a dark blob and then
we all have to guess who. Slides cannot be used for black and
white covers (due to the amount of enlargement required) but
are ok for inside reproductions. Colour and black and white
photos can be used in the magazine, however negatives are out!
Give us a call if you're not sure.

The drawing date for the Dave Allan Assistance Fund raffle has
been extended, so send your tickets in now. Joe Scott of Sky
Limit Aviation has also offered a prize.
Until next month, safe landings.

Marie

X-CELL
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Model
Cells
Area M'
Wingspan M
Aspect rat io
V. Min. kmh
V. Max. kmh
Sink p/ sec.
Pay load kg

XCell 18

XCell 20

18
21.5
8.02
3.0
18
44
1.535-65

20
23.5
8.80
3.3
18
44
1. 555-75

XCell 22
22
25.5
9.68
3 .7
18
44
1.570-100

-XCell
- -24
24
27

10. 43
3. 6
17
44
1. 270- 140

Arrow
30
25
10. 3
4. 2
20
46
1. 150-1 20

Arrow XL

Arrow Pro

31
26. 5
11
4. 5
20
45
160-150

31
26 . 5
11
4.5
20
46
-1
60-150

Lines: DYNEEMEA made in West German y Breaking s train 165 kg Diame t e r 1. 2 mm
XCell - Gutesiegel 1 rated.
Arrow - Gutes iegel pe nding.
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lift band is a hazard that this 26 year old
girl was not able to cope with along with
20 hang gliders.
We place red streamers on novice pilots
so we can avoid them, but allow them to
fly with aircraft that cannot manouever
out of the way seems to make this rather
pointless.
I am not advocating banning paragliders
at all our sites, but we must regulate them
NellY: because by next year's elections
they will have the numbers to control our
associations and those who will control
our clubs are more than likely to be the
people with blurred vision.

If we do not act now there will be deaths
and lost sites this summer. Don't let commercialism ruin our sport forever.
Dear Marie
Note: Skysailor September 1990, page 29,
Market Place, Item - Nissan N avara 4WD
Seeing as Skysailor has lowered itself to
advertising for cars, could I please put in
an advertisement for my boat?
12 foot tinny with oars, advanced rating,
great for towing up on dams, suit very
muscular pilot with not much up top
$2000 ph 074 461722
Thanks Marie
Peter Werner

Thanks for the laugh, Peter. As members
who advertise their cars get billed for the
service, shall I send you an invoice?! Marie
Dear Marie
Congrats on Skysailor, it's been great. I
hope this letter will be of interest to
people and at least stir up some response.
Paragliding has at last arrived in Australia
and we in the HGFA have been given
control over it by the CAA under the
designation of class III hang gliders. But,
due to their numbers, they will soon control us and perhaps before they do so, and
before we give them carte blanc over sites
that have taken years of careful negotiations to retain, there should be some more
debate on the subject.

ing as can be demonstrated by the ongoing debate in Skywings.
So far, there have been two fatal mid-air
collisions in England alone between
paragliders and hang gliders (not to mention the 3 mid-airs at K6ssen, as well as
other incidents at other European sites)
and several paraglider deaths. And, as if
this is not bad enough, several prime sites
have been lost as a direct result of
paragliding activities. The loss of these
sites has been largely attributed to the
attitudes of the paraglider pilots and their
failure to heed instructions from site officers, an unfortunate situation already
being seen at some of our sites.
I was unfortunate enough to be present
when one of the mid-air collisions occurred. As in Australia, most pilots learn
to fly in dynamic soaring conditions. The
addition of paragliders with the large vertical space they occupy and their lack of
manoeuvreability, into the middle of the

NW outlook from

Innnnlrn

Andrew Fock, 34079

No doubt your letter will stir quite a bit of
comment, Andrew. I would like to hope
that you are a site Safety Officer and an
active participant in your local club, and
are able to assist in solving problems that
might arise from these two forms of sport
aviation sharing the same sites and air.
Marie
Dear Marie
I've just read the HGFA motion regarding exclusion of uncertified aircraft advertisements from Skysailor.
HEAR! HEAR!
And the change to the gradings on the
National Ladder are a great idea too. Not
that I'd expect it to change the results
much if everybody flew certified aircraft.
Most of the top guys would probably still
win if forced to fly a Cohen SL195!
But why stop there? There's still another
problem, and that's the second-hand

(Argalong) takeoff, near Tumut

If Australia follows the European example, then we can expect a large influx
of paragliders into the HGFA over the
next few years. In England they already
out-number hang gliders by about 2:1.
But those who are telling us how wonderful this will be for our sport are usually
those who have the most to gain, for
paragliding is big business and there's a
lot of money waiting to be made.
As this year has passed, the English clubs
have become more and more worried
about the blanket acceptance of paraglid-
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glider market. As it stands now, you're
seldom sure of the certification status of
a second hand machine. Part of this stems
from an apparent inability to do even
simple airframe tracking. In the US, for
example, gliders are generally sold with
an affixed plate (or hard-to-remove sticker) which not only details the flight limitations, but the mode~ serial number and
possibly the date of manufacture. So if
you view a second hand glider, at least you
can go to the manufacturer and check
what standard it was certified to and get
a copy of the correct rigging instructions
and be sure of the right spares.
This plate hasn't appeared on any
Australian glider I've seen lately, despite
many of them supposedly being certified
to the US HGMA standard. I remember
that myoid Swift at least had the serial
number etched into the control bar fitting.
How on earth am I to be sure that I've got
the real McCoy? Ring up the factory and
say, "remember that red Missile you made
back in 1982 ... ?"
I remember some years ago, Gavin Hill
purchased a new GT170, which was being
advertised as certified to HGMA standards. He was a bit annoyed when my new
GT170 arrived a couple of months later
and we found that many of the details
were different, including the number and
profile of the battens! We're still not sure
who got the certified aircraft. If he did,
then the manufacturer was guilty of major
design changes after certification. (Tsk,
tsk). Or was he sold a prototype and told
it was a production glider? And even if it
was all above board and the manufacturer
had re-tested and submitted a variation to
the certification in the two months after
original certification, how could we tell?
Neither aircraft had a serial number on it.

Now, given that our manufacturers export
or have gliders built under license overseas, would it be so much more expensive
to include the same plate that they are
required to fit on export models anyhow?
This simple requirement would allow
second-hand buyers to be certain that
they're not b~ying last year's uncertified
competition ship with an over-length
crossbar and 'just for show' luff lines, as
they could, as a last resort, check the
aircraft against the dimensions of record
for that certified model. In addition, it
would allow the 'spot check' proposal for
competitions to work properly.
Unwillingness to identify models, batches
and aircraft serial number information at
best shows a sloppy approach to quality
control. It is not tolerated in other
aircraft manufacture, even within
Australia; (take a look at the certification
plate on the Edge Trike, for example).
John Reynoldson, 33213
Dear Marie
I am writing to congratulate you on a
superb magazine and, for what it's worth,
I hope it continues at least in its monthly
form.
I am new to the sport of hang gliding and
it was with great interest that I read Nick
King's article 'The Learning Experience'.
I also have learnt or indeed am still learning with Chris Boyce and the clan from
Aerial Technics and think that the only
way to learn is through a proper school.
This feeling is borne out by the New
Zealand article in July's accident reports
and an incident at Stanwell Park on 11th
July 1990. I was preparing for my second
flight of the day and got into a conversation with a chap who proceeded to tell me
how he had been taught by a mate a

Some days are better than others at Ben Nevis

couple of years ago and didn't think the
school approach totally necessary.
My instructor for the day, Bob, helped
this guy with his launch. I didn't see it but
Bob told me that it was the hairiest launch
he had seen for a long time with a wing
dropping and nose lifting only just managing to get clear. My launch in the squally
conditions was, according to Bob and
Graham, very good.
We only had about 35 minutes in the air
when a big squall hit and the wind
dropped. I headed for the beach and
landed 5 yards away from my target, a big
achievement for me. I cleared the chute
area and then watched this other guy
come into land.
His approach was okay but he then
seemed to get lost and ended up in the
restoration area, though it was quite a
good landing. The site Safety Officer had
a quiet discussion with him about both
incidents.
To me the gradual learning experience
from flat ground to higher and higher
sandhills with the resultant ground handling experience and the 60 or 70 takeoffs
and landings completed, are vital for confidence in handling varying conditions. I
now appreciate those days at Kurnell
even more.
Having now only completed 4 days flying
at Stanwell Park, I am still awestruck by
the sheer majesty of the sport. The
serenity of the skies can be very soothing
but the schools drum into us how rapidly
things can change and to 'have a plan'. I
look forward to better weather around
the corner and experiencing different
sites.
Keep up the good work with an excelle!1t
magazine.
Yours impressed
Alan Bond (don't hit me for a loan)
Thanks for the encouraging words, Alan
and for sharing your thoughts with us. It is
always good to hear from newer pilots; I
believe such comments can help in assessing whether or not our sport is 'on the right
track'. Unfortunately, I can't use your
negatives! Slides, colour or black and
white prints only. Marie
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West Australian 1990.State
Titles
Dates: Practice day, Friday 30th November
Comp days, Saturday 1st to Saturday 8th December 1990
Reserve and presentation day, Sunday 9th
December
Location: Dalwallinu, not Meckering as previously advised
Sponsors: Dalwallinu Hote~ 096 611102; AMP
(Alistair Sawyer) 018911281; WACB (Radios)
09 3286254; Air Sports, 09 3816053; Dalwallinu
Motors, 096 611104; Dalwallinu pilots
Prizes: $2400 with daily and overall prizes
Eligibility: Open to Novice (and above) rated
pilots, though student rated pilots can enter on
days with suitable conditions
Non-WA pilots are welcome

The tow paddock at Forbes photo by Graham Kohr

1990 Victorian Closed Hang Gliding
Championships
Dates: 17 & 18/11/90 at a towing site to be advised; 24 & 25/11/90
at Ben Nevis/Buangor/Langi Ghiran/Elmhurst/Sugarloaf (HQ
at Red Kangaroo Roadhouse, Beaufort)

If the weather durlDg the competition is such that by 25/11/90
fewer then 5 rounds have been conducted, additional rounds
may be scheduled
Grades of Competition: Open and C grades
Prizes: Prizes comprising trophies and donated products will be
awarded to 1st, 2nd and 3rd overall and 1st in C grade. Daily
prizes will be awarded for each valid round
Entry Requirements: The comp is open to HGFA members
with a minimum of Novice + Alpine pilot rating (3-6, 2425/11/90) or Novice + Tow pilot rating (17-18/11/90) or Recreationallicence (Paragliders).
Fee: $40 (includes $20 bond)

Tow groups: Form your own tow groups with
your own equipment
BBQ: On the last day at the Dalwallinu Hotel, details October
newsletter
Accommodation: Dalwallinu Hote~ $20 per night
Dalwallinu Caravan Park, 096 611253

1990 NSW State Titles
Dates: 15th to 23rd December to be held at Tumut
Please note that the closing date has been postponed due to the
entry form missing from October Skysailor. Contact David
Jones (048) 894182 to confirm entry fee. Also data back cameras
will NOT be used.

Annual Rainbow Beach Fly-In
27th to 30th December 1990.
Briefing to be held in park opposite pub every morning about
8.30

Looking down Honeysuckle Range, key takeoff NSW State Titles

SAHGA 1990 Spring Comps, or
"Makk's go for the Max!"
Dates: November 10-11th, 17-18th, 24-25th and
December 1st-2nd, 8 and 9th
Aims of Comp:
1. Self improvement and personal bests for the •
average pilot;
2. More participation in task decisions and
weather assessment;
3. Encouragement awards for efforts made in
flights.

Information available from Julius Makk (08)
2611902 evenings (last December, four of our
pilots in SA cracked the 250k to goal mark!)
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It is a friendly comp including all 3
categories, novice, intermediate and advanced with plenty of prizes and trophies to
be won. Trophies will be awarded to the first
3 place getters in each of the 3 categories.
Other prizes will be: most improved pilot,
most helpful pilot, etc which will help make
this event a rewarding and enjoyable three
days.
Entry fee of $20 gives you a shot at heaps of
trophies and prizes, 4WD access if needed,
plus free welcome BBQ and Presentation
BBQ
The following businesses' are kind sponsors
of this event:

Rainbow Waters Caravan Park
Rainbow Meats
Rainbow Beach Service Station
Gazebo Gardens Restaurant
Pines General Store
Rainbow Beach Caravan Park
Cooloola Hardware
Parker's Air Taxi
Rainbow Food Shop
Mamas Rainbow Beach Supennarket
Rainbow Beach Hotel
Town & Country Toyota Gympie & Noosa
Leo Muller Toyota Caboolture
Suncoast Hang Gliders
Castlemaine Perkins
Noosa Sheraton
Enterprise Wings
Moye Gliders
Sea World Resort
Sjostrom Electronic Systems

Wereboldera (Gilmore), Mt Talbingo background above wing tip

Information from Steve Johnson (074) 941867

Mid North Coast Summer Fly-In
27th December 1990 to 2 January 1991
$10 entry fee, pilot limit 60
Please contact Lee Scott for information (065) 569692

1990/91 Australian Nationals
Mt Buffalo/Mt Emu
27th December to 5th January 1991
Entries are now being accepted for the championships ..
Entrants will be restricted to Advanced pilots only.
The entry fee will be $120; there will be an absolute limit of 120
pilots maximum.
The Nationals will see the introduction of Data Back cameras as
an 'optional' method of recording starting times. Launch timers
will still be used, however pilots with these cameras who comply
with the requirements will have a decided advantage as they can
choose the moment of when to 'head off', instead of the 'hit or
miss' method as is the case on restricted launches.
The competition will be broken into 2 groups of evenly matched
pilots. After 5 days a reshuffle of the 2 groups will be made,
whereby there will be a top scoring group and a lower scoring
group. Each group will continue to fly for a further 5 days with
each group producing a 'Top 5'.

SSW from Mundongo (Argalong), near Tumut
-=~

At the present moment we are negotiating with
the local Tourist Association to get substantial
prize money, however, don't hold your breath.
The dates chosen for the competition fall in the
busiest time of the year for tourist accommodation so you will have to book rum if you want to
get even a tent site! Please send entries to:
Australian Nationals 1990/91
C/- PO Box 170
Porepunkah VIC 3740
Enclose payment by money order/cheque
(made payable to Australian Nationals) and give
your name, HGFA number, address, postcode
and phone number.
Confirmation of entry will be sent upon receiving cheque together with information package.
Part of this will be the 'Visual Terminal Chart'
for Albury Airport which you will have to be
thoroughly familiar with.
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Intermediate pilots and late entI:ies who don't make the 120 pilot
maximum number can go into the pool of wind technicians.
Closing date will be 14th December.
In the event that more than 120 entries are received before the
cut off date then HGFA guidelines as to pilot ranking will be
used to determine who qualifies. Late entries ~ qualify if the
numbers permit, however, don't count on it.
Enquiries can be made to Stephen Ruffels on (057) 551724 AH
& BH, Fax (057) 551677

Forbes Flatlands 1991
Date:
Competition HQ:
Entry fee:

9-19th January 1991
Vandenburg Hotel (068) 522015
$150 before 30/11/90

Late Fee: The closing date for entries at the price of $150 is fast
approaching, so get that entry in the post now! ALL entries
which arrive after 30 November will be charged the late fee of
$20; the only exception being overseas pilots and Australian
pilots who are presently overseas. There will be no friendly
reminders - the phone call money is better spent on prize money
etc for the pilots who enter early. Early entries make the task of
organisation much easier.
The competition is open to hang glider and paraglider pilots
rated intermediate/recreational or above, with towing experience. Strong thermal conditions will be encountered, but
out landings couldn't be easier - large open paddocks just about
everywhere - you'd have to try really hard to find an obstacle to
hit!!

If entries have to be limited for reasons of space, entry will be on
a first come first served basis. Free flyers will be welcome, but
may have to wait until competitors vacate a strip to launch.
Once again, the first entries were from two Victorian teams these guys and girls are really on the ball. Closely followed
though, by two teams from NSW, a Frenchman and a pom - who
incidently will need teams to tow with.
Anyone wishing to enter, but unable to form a team should
contact me as I may be able to put you in touch with other pilots
in the same position.
Anyone willing to drive for a team, please let me know as drivers
are always in short supply! It's a good way for inexperienced
pilots to find out what this great competition is all about, and
earn some pocket money at the same time.

receipt of entry fee, which should be sent to:
Jenny Ganderton
"Boganol", Henry Lawson Way
Forbes NSW 2871
Ph: (068) 537220

1991 Corryong Cup
The Illawarra Hang Gliding Assoc wish to apologise to those
pilots who are still waiting on films and those pilots still waiting
on fmal placings BUT the club secretary's house was burgled and
included in the haul of household contents was the club's filing
cabinet!! (they eVen took sheets and pillows from the beds to
put the boodle in and had time to rest and drink the soft drink
from the fridge!!)
The executive of the Illawarra club has been studying maps,
checking log books and past meteorological conditions to determine likely tasks for the competition. The task setting priority
has been to design tasks where a high percentage of the field
achieve the first few turnpoints. This is to ensure that everybody
gets an opportunity to have a good flight, being a fun competition.
.
It is hoped that the tasks will still be discriminatory enough to
allow variations in skill between pilots to be determined.
When - 11th to 15th January 1991
What to Bring - a recently repacked parachute, altimeter,
variometer, radio (UHF with channels 10 and 14) would be a
good idea. (Those pilots with VHF PM sets will need their
ground crews suitably geared up with parallel sets), maps; the
1:250000 series map of Tallangatta (sheet no. SJ 55-3) and the
1:100000 series map of Corryong (number 8425) would be useful. Other maps that you might like to add to your collection

Wings 'n' Things
152C - many in stock

$4400

also Foil Bracers, Aeros & Gyro II's

Blackhawk Darts

$460

- the cheapest, best dart-style
harnesses around
Pod & Pod Lites also available

Over $3000 in sponsor prizes have been promised so far, which,
combined with the best cross country flying in Australia (and
probably the World!!) makes this a competition not to be missed.
Sponsors and Prizes
Sjostrom Electronic Systems - Vario/altimeter. Australia's
most popular soaring instrument and in demand overseas too!
• Moyes Delta Gliders - $1000 discount aft new XS
Enterprise Wings - $500 discount off Il ti W glider, perpetual
trophies
AirBorne Wind Sports - Aussie Skins flying suit
Alpine Paragliding - Two two-day paragliding courses - introductory or conversion, $500 discount off new paraglider
Future Wings - Two day paragliding conversion course,
Paragliding hamess
Aussie Skins - Flying lacket
Competition information booklet including town map, accommodation notes, rules, directions to paddock etc will be sent on

A PROVEN COMBINATION
phone Garth (06)2477526 a/h
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1991
BOGONG CUP
(VICTORIAN OPEN)
NEVHGC Inc

Dates:
Location:

25th January to 1st February, 1991
Mt. Beauty /Mt. Buffalo area

Features:

PRIZES
GREAT FLYING
NATIONAL LADDHR POINTS
SUPERB SITES
Minimum - Novice + Alpine Endorsement
$90 (includes $20 bond)

Rating:
Entry Fee:

Entry Form - 1991 Bogong Cup/Victorian Open
Name:
HGFA No.:
Address:
Rating:
Please find enclosed $90 being entry fee to the
Cup/Victorian Open
Signed:

1991 Bogong

Forward entry to: VHGA Inc Comp, PO Box 400, Prahran, 3181

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1991 MOUNT COLE CUP
10th to 16th March, 1991
The Beaufort township and the VHGA invite you
to enter the inaugral Mount Cole Cup. Our many
sponsors are keen to see a big turn-out and the
VHGA is keeping the entry fee extra cheap ($60 includes $20 bond).
The sites are great and include Ben Nevis, Mt. Buangor, Elmhurst,
Sugerloaf, Langi Ghiran and our new NE site. Pilots with minimum Novice
rating plus Alpine Endorsement are welcome to enter.
Information packages are available from: VHGA Inc Comp, PO Box 400,
Prahran, 3181.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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•

are:
1:250000 series
S155-15 Wagga Wagga
S1155-14 J erilderie
SJ55-2 Wangaratta
S155-16 Canberra

1:100000 series
8325 Tallangatta
8326 Holbrook
8426 Rosewood
8526 Yarrangobilly

Protests: Any protests made in relation to the competition
director and his wee helpers will result in the protestors immediate disqualification. Any pilot protesting about another pilot's
scoring, flight distance, landing spot etc., will need evidence for
the competitors to listen to and then vote on. If any physical
violence is threatened the organisers must be informed so we can
run a book on possible outcomes.
How to get there? From Sydney go Goulburn, Yass, Gundagai,
Adelong, Batlow, Tumbarumba, Corryong. From Canberra go
Cooma, Kiandra, Cabramurra, Corryong. This route can be
varied by heading to Thredbo instead of Kiandra. Every route
is scenic but the last is not too good for caravans, check with the
NRMA! From Melbourne go via Bairnsdale and Omeo or up to
Albury.
Generalised Format: Pilot briefings will be held at 9am in the
Indi Hotel (or the old library in the main street but you will be
informed of the venue when you roll up to confirm your entry)
where the met conditions will be discussed, task announced and
previous results displayed.
Landing forms must be returned to the hotel by 7pm and landing
pins put in the map (phone ins will be accepted as long a they
are confrrmed by 9pm)
Scoring will be done by the pilots in the South Coast Club.

How to Enter? Phone the club secretary on (042) 971923 prior
to 1st January so we can record your names and pilot details.
(NB We look like restricting numbers to 50 pilots!!) You must
pay your $20 entry fee and therefore confirm your entry in person
before 8pm on the evening of 10th January 1991 at the Indi Hotel
in Corryong!! Don't blow it.
Harry Docking, (042) 967796
President, Illawarra Assoc

1991 Victorian Open Hang Gliding
Championships
25th]anuary to 2nd February 1991. Rest days may be called after
6 consecutive days of flying. If by 1.2.91 fewer than 5 rounds have
been conducted, additional rounds may be scheduled for 2nd
and 3rd February 1991. Briefing - lOam
Location: The competition will be conducted in the Mt Beauty
area, including Mt Buffalo, Mt Emu, Murmungee, Tawonga Gap
and Gundowring with HQ at Mt Bogong Hotel, Tawonga.
Pilots must register prior to 22nd December 1990 and must have
current HGFA membership, written consent of a parent or
guardian if less than 18 years, and a minimum of Novice rating
plus Alpine endorsement (or overseas equivalent).
Entries will be limited to 60 maximum and placed will be allocated according to:
1. . Victorian pilots on the current National Ladder (places
reserved until first pilot briefing);
2. Pilots in the top 50 of the current National Ladder to a
maximum of 10 places;
3. Victorian pilots in order of receipt of entry;
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4. Others based on National Ladder position then receipt of
entry to a maximum of 10 places.
Entry fee $90 (includes $20 bond) with a protest fee of $30
required with each protest. All monies from unsuccessful
protests will be donated to the local fIre brigade.
Films will be available at a cost of $5.
Contact Wesley Hill, VHGA Competition Director, PO Box
400, Prahran VIC 3181, Ph Melbourne (03) 8077942, Mt Beauty
(057) 572946 or John Adams, 2 Drummond St, Tawonga Ph
(057) 572945

Stanwell Park Fly-In
26th January 1991- 28th January 1991
Please contact J 0 or Derrick for more information (042) 942305
AH or (02) 9573025 BH

2nd Australian Paragliding Nationals
16th to 24th March 1991 (Note: new dates)
Venue: Bright, NE Victoria
All enquiries phone Brian Webb (057) 551753

International Paragliding Friendly
Tournament, Taiwan
29th March to 9th April 1991
Each country can send one team with 6 members, 1 leader and
1 coach. Prize money will be paid to 10th place. As the
Australian Nationals is being held around the same dates, Rick
Wilson has advised the organisers that Australia will not have an

official team to attend.
Individuals wishing to participate should contact Rick Wilson,
20 Neville Rd Thebarton 5031, (08) 2340516 as soon as possible.

1st Thredbo Paragliding Cup
(NOTE: New dates) 18th - 21st April 1991
Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club will host what will become
an annual paragliding competition in Thredbo, the site of the 1st
Australian Paragliding Championships, and we are currently
talking to a multi-national company to make it a fully sponsored
event. Details of prizes, entry fee etc., will be made known later
but initial enquiries can be made to Stuart Andrews on (064)
576190 or PO Box 1, Thredbo Village NSW 2627.
Entry forms will be posted out to all Paraglider Pilots currently
on the HGFA membership list and all pilots competing must
have a Paragliding Recreational licence.

2nd Women's World Hang Gliding
Championship
1st to 14th July 1991 in Kossen{fyrol, Austria using sites in
Kossen and Walchsee. HQ will be Kossen-Grenzlandhalle.
Entry fee is approximately $1100 and covers accommodation
and breakfast from 1st to 14th July, transport to all take off areas,
shuttle service for retrieval and opening ceremony and good-bye
party. Deadline for entry fee is 1st April 1991. Data back
cameras will be used.
For more information interested pilots should contact Marie
Jeffery, Skysailor (066) 281991 or Birgit Svens on (08) 2721337

Entries are now being accepted for the 1990 N.S.W. State Titles. Entrants are restricted to Advanced and
Intermediate pilots only, with Intermediate pilots being required to pre-qualify.
The entry fee is $65.00 with a closing date of November 15th. Late entries will be accepted after this date at
a cost of $95.00.
Intermediate pilots must supply a photo-copy of their log books with the entry form. Intermediate pilot
acceptance, due to demanding site conditions, will be based on the pilots flying history.
Full information packages wiH be supplied after an entry fee is received.
Please send entries to:SECRETARY STATE TITLES
C/- P.O. BOX 513
MITIAGONG
N.S.W.2575
NAME:
H.G.F.A.# _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ RATING:
ADVANCED
POSTCODE: _ _ _ __
INTERMEDIATE (WITH LOG)

o
o

ENCLOSED PAYMENT BY MONEY ORDER / CHEQUE (MADE PAYABLE TO N.S.W. STATE TITLES)
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AUSSIE SKINS

Danny and Kerry Scott.

Aussie Skins Flying Suits.. available for Hang Gliding, Paragliding and Microlights/Ultralights.
The suits are made to measure and feature two fuillensth zi~pers, 100% cotton lining with a polyester fill. The Hang
Gliding /Paragliding suits use a nylon outer and the Mlcroligtlt/Ultralight suits are made with a waterproof, fire and
UV resistant material.
WARNING I WATCH OUT FOR IMMITATIONS.
Hang gliding/Paragliding
White
Red
Blue
Flouro red
Grey

$230.00
Black
Orange

FI ouro yellow
Purple
Pink

Microlight/Ultrallght
Black
Orange
Red
Pink

$275.00
Royal Blue

Navy Blue

To tailor make your new Flying Suit we need several
measurements and your colour choice.
1. Overall Height
cm
2. Chest
cm
1. Main Body
2. Lower Yoke

3. Upper Yoke

SCOTT LITE POD HARNESS.
Custom made for your comfort. It is light and compact and is available in either single
or two colour combinations.
Single $499.00
Two
$529.00

FUN HARNESS
This harness is designed to suit intermediate to competition pilots. It has plenty of
storage space and all the comfort a fun pilot, like you, needs.
Two Colours, Main Body and Side Containers. Price
$700.00

D-SCOTT RACER HARNESS
This harness has everything a competition pilot needs: 2 S.T.K. safety buckles, soft
shoulder pads, storage for two cameras two sliders that have manuallocking to keep
sliders back for those long flys. Lots of Storage, with optional removable ballast bag.
The Australian Team are now flying with this harness.
Three colour panels in main body, and container bag. Price $875.00
"I knew straight away that it would be good" Mark Newland (Mort).

These harnesses are tailor made to suit your frame.
Colours available: Flouro Yellow Flouro Pink Flouro Orange
Measurements needed
1. Overall height with shoes on
and, are you Left Handed

Royal Blue
or

Forest Green
2.Chest
Right Handed?

Red

Black
3.Shoe size

To place your order Telephone, Fax or Write to:

AUSSIE BORN, ask for Danny or Kerry.
7 The Drive Stanwell Park 2508.

Fax:

042

943140

Telephone:

042

943240
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Australian Cross Country League 1990/91 by Len Paton
Hang Gliding and Paragliding

Paragliding

This competition is for 2 separate classes:

a) Open Distance, 68km, 16.67 points/km

hang gliding and paragliding. The competition is for flights in Australia between
1st April 1990 and 31st March 1991. International pilots may compete. The
scoring method will be the same as last
year. A maximum of 2 flights from a national ladder competition may be included. This will reduce double counting
of flights and hopefully improve the
validity of the comp, yet still allow pilots
to use some of their better flights from
competition. This year the XC League
will be awarded full national ladder point
validity.
Both classes will be scored in 3 divisions.
Open:
BGrade:
Ladies:

for all pilots
for B grade pilots and
unranked pilots
for all ladies

Hang Gliding
The club competition for the Bill Poole
trophy will again be conducted. This will
be awarded to any club or club size State
association (Region) whose best 3 pilots
have the highest aggregate score.
Paragliding
For this inaugural year a perpetual trophy
donated by Alpine Paragliding will be
awarded to the winner.
Scoring
Flights eligible for scoring can be Open
Distance, Nominated Goal, Out &
Return or Triangle. Pilots will have their
best 5 flights scored. A maximum of 3
flights from anyone category are allowed.
Flights equalling the best in any category
from previous years XC Leagues will
score 1000 points. It is possible to score
more than 1000 points for a flight better
than the previous best. All flights will be
allocated a score relative to the longest
previous flight in each category below:
Hang Gliding:
a) Open Distance, 310Akm, 24.12.85,
3.22 points/km
Mark Newland, Parkes NSW
b) Nominated Goal, 251.2km, 11.12.89,
3.98 points/km
4 SAHGA pilots, Illawarra Hill
c) Out & Return, 116Akm, 8.1.89,
8.59 points/km
Len Paton, ParkesIForbes
d) Triangle, 136.9km, 18.1.89,
7.30 points/km
Guy Hubbard, Parkes NSW
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b) Nominated Goal, 50km, 28 points/km
c) Out & Return, 25km, 48 points/km
d) Triangle, 25km, 48 points/km
Being the inaugural year for the Paragliding XC League the above 1000 point value
flights have been set. These were decided
after consultation with Paragliding instructors and officials within HGFA.
Uncompleted Goal flights are treated as
Open Distance. Incomplete flights where
a turn point is involved (ie Out & Return
and Triangle) shall be scored only after
one third of the next leg after the first turn
point has been achieved. The score for
these flights shall equal the distance flown
multiplied by the points per kilometre
multiplied by the proportion of the course
completed.
Score

=

Points/km x

(Distance Flown

.)
/Course Distance

Distance flown will be rounded off to the
nearest 8.1km.
Scores will be rounded to the nearest
whole point, after calculations using the
exact distance flown.
Verification

An XC League Flight Detail form is to be
completed for each flight entered. The
form should be submitted within one
month of the flight otherwise the flight
may be disallowed.

actually saw the pilot round the turn point
MAY be allowed.
3. A photocopy of the map that shows the
course attempted or flown may be requested by the comp convenor at a later
date. The scale of this map should be
such to allow positive identification of the
turn points involved.
OR where the flight is a set task in a
recognised comp that qualifies for national ladder points a Flight Detail form
signed by the Competition Director or
Official Scorer will be accepted as adequate flight verification. Note that dog
leg courses to a goal will be allocated a
score that corresponds to the straight line
distance. Multiple laps of an Out &
Return course shall be scored as a single
lap only. All course distances shall be
determined in accordance with FAI rules.
FAI and other rules used in this competition
1. Distances are measured back from
goal or the next unachieved turn point for
tasks involving a nominated course. This
distance is subtracted from the course or
leg distance to calculate the distance actually flown.
2. Pilots must take a photograph of the
turn point from within a quadrant of 1km
radius with its apex at the turn point and
symmetrically opposite the legs leading to
and from the turn point as per the
diagram below:

The following procedure is required:
1. Before launch, a declaration of the
intended course to be flown including any
goal or turn points. This declaration must
be stated and witnessed prior to launch.
Submission of a witnessed 'day board'
photograph when attempting Out &
Return and Triangle tasks is preferred.
For Open Distance obviously no declaration is required, only a witness of launch
and landing place.
.
2. A photograph of each tum point
achieved, signed on the back by the
launch witness. Turn points should be
chosen with ease of identification in mind.
Photographs may be sent in at a later date
after pilots have fInished their f1lm and
processed it. This photographic evidence
must be sent in no later than 30th April
1991 otherwise the flight will be disallowed. If turn point photos are not available a signed statement by a witness who

Inward leg
Turnpoint
Outward leg

3. Valid triangle courses must have no leg
less than 28% of the total course length.
4. Barograph traces are not required for
the XC League.
5. Tow launches shall be measured from
the release point.
To enter, send $5 for these rules and flight
submission forms to:
Len Paton
"Boganol"
Henry Lawson Way
FORBES NSW 2871
Ph (068) 537220

Previous Australian Cross
Country Champions

b) one T-shirt for best flight in each
category.

WbatAm I?

80/81 Rob de Groot best flight 251km
81/82 Jeff Scott USA average 8 flights
79.5km, longest flight 158km
82/83 Steve Blenkinsop SA, average 5
flights 120.6km, longest flight 195km
83/84 Ray Chatfield W A, average 5 flights
150km, longest flight 290km
84/85 Rick Duncan NSW, average 5
flights 163kms, longest flight 292km
85/86 Mark Newland Qld, 4653 points,
longest flight 310.4km
86/87 Guy Hubbard NSW, 3902 points,
best flight 134km goal
87/88 Guy Hubbard NSW, 8986 points,
best flight 112.7km 0 & R
88/89 Guy Hubbard NSW, 3599 points,
best flight 136.9km triangle
89/90 Len Paton NSW, 3991 points, best
flight 203km goal

3. North Coast Avionics - one pair of '01'
Eagle Eyes' flight glasses for each FAI
World Record entered in the League.

I am more powerful than the combined
armies of the world.
I have destroyed more men than all the
wars of the nations.
I massacre thousands of people in a
single year.
I am more deadly than bullets, and I
have wrecked more homes than the
deadliest cyclones.
I spare no one ...
I fInd my victims among the rich and
poor alike, the young, the old, the strong
and the weak.
Widows and orphans know me to their
everlastin~ sorrow.
I look up In such proportions that I cast
my shadow over every fIeld of labour.
I lurk in unseen places and do most of
my work silently.
You are warned against me, yet you
heed me not.
I am relentless. Merciless and cruel.
I am everywhere, in the home, on the
streets, in the factory, on land, in the air
and on the seas.
I bring sickness, degradation and
death.
Yet few seek out to destroy me.
I crush .. I maim.. I devastate..
I will give you nothing and rob you of all
you have.
I am your worst enemy.

XC League Sponsors
Hang Gliding

1. Moyes Delta Gliders - $500 discount
off new glider for highest points scoring
flight.

4. Len Paton - $50 cash to first pilot to
better XC League 0 & R record by 10%
(not national ladder or state title competition)
Paragliding

1. Alpine Paragliding - Perpetual trophy
for winner of XC League (P)
2. SA Hill Soarers - $100 cash for fIrst
paraglider to fly 100kms
3. Future Wings - a) $250 discount off
CXC Nova high performance canopy for
highest points scoring 0 & R flight
b) Future Wings fly suit (value to $250) for
highest points scoring triangle flight
c) Future Wings sweat shirt/T-shirt for
winner of Women's Paragliding division
Any business/persons considering sponsoring the Australian XC League - please
contact me!

2. Enterprise Wings - a) Enterprise
Wings fly suit made to measure (value
$245) for winner XC League (H)

1 Am Carelessness!!

MID NORTH COAST GLIDERS
R.M.B. Hannam Vale Road. Lorne 2439
Phone (065) 56 9692
HANG GLIDING LESSONS AND EQUIPMENT

Just 4 hours North of Sydney

Students and Pilots !! We Offer:
):l
):l
):l
):l
):l
):l
):l

Full training all year round
Tow courses
Soon, Aero towing - subject to certifIcation
Advanced soaring and thermal courses
Cross Country Courses
Accommodation and "Great Meals"
"Training" and soaring sites for every wind direction
All this within a 20km radius

Radios
"Regency" RR477 UHF Radios
5 watts (new)
Discounts for 3 or more
Voice-activated mikes

2 x Ball varios

Gliders

Market Place

We stock all current gliders for a complete test fly
AirBorne -

$600 ea

"The Sting" the best finished and quickest to
assemble glider for beginner to intermediate
The Edge 582 Liquid Cooled Trike (not certified)
Enterprise - Combat 152C, Aero 170, Aero 150
Moyes XS, XS Easy, Mission 170

Aero 150 Race, brand new special price
Combat 152C, demo glider, 15 hours flight time
Foil 160B
Aero 170
XS 142, brand new

$2,700
$3,600
$2,200

$2,000
$4,000

Trade-ins accepted on most gliders

"Make the Choice Yourself'
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New Products
Moyes XS Tip Lever
The XS Tip Lever now make the XS glider more appealing to
people who could not attach the firbreglass tip easily. It weighs
one ounce, is made of 2mm aluminium sheet and pressed out.
A 112" long, heavy 5/8" diameter tube is then welded to one end;
the nylon end cap for the fibreglass is pinned off-centre to form
the lever.
The Tip Lever makes sail tension adjustments easier. The knot
is inside the sail, giving a cleaner appearance and the lever can
be rotated so that the cord does not rub on the ground, thus
preventing wear.

Moyes XACT II
Design changes: There is no slider, but the pilot can easily rotate
into a vertical landing position because the main suspension
point attaches forward of the pilot's centre of gravity.

,--------------,

ASAC Logo Competition

I
Extension to Closing Date
I
I The ASAC Board decided to extend the closing date for the I
logo competition to 30 Nove~ber 1990, to allow for more I
entnes.
I
I This will offset the short notice given previously. The com- I
petition will be judged in December and the results notified
I through the aviation press and sport aviation magazines. I
IRemember, there's a prize of $500 cash to the winning entry! I
See July Skysailor for details or contact
I
Harvey R Ritchie, ASAC Executive Director
PO Box 144
~
Curtin ACT 2605
~h~6) 2816830 or 2815358, Fax~06) 2852727

L

There is a pulley and cleat to raise the pilot's legs into a prone
horizontal flying position. The alloy airframe is made of 1 inch
tubular aluminium, which is formed to give round corners and
strength from the shape.
Colour options: purple, cherry, lilac, fluro yellow, fluro pink,
fluro orange, dk. blue, It. blue, red, black, silver, pink.

' ~

Weight: 4kg without chute. Cost $785 AUS
Dimensions are exactly the same as the XACT and pilot measurements are to be taken as before.
For more details, contact Moyes Delta Gliders Pty Ltd Phone
(02) 3875114 or Fax (02) 3874472

Introducing Current Craft Australia
Kevin Rooke has been a keen hang glider pilot for over 10 years
and has also been an importer, distributor and manufacturer of
adventure equipment. His more recent interest is paragliding as
he sees it 'as a less difficult means of being initiated to free flight
than hang gliding and offering more people the opportunity of
possessing and using their own aircraft, as well as offering them
and other air users including hang glider pilots further opportunities to experience new possibilities and freedoms.'
Kevin has applied for and been accepted as the Australian and
New Zealand distributor for FUN & FLY, manufacturers of
paragliders primarily for the German but also greater European
market.
At the moment, Current Craft can offer two models of paraglider
in a range of sizes and also a paragliding harness. The novice to
intermediate X Cell glider is Gutesiegel 1 rated and therefore
rated for inexperienced fliers. The advanced Arrow high performance paraglider is currently awaiting Gutesiegel rating,
possessing 31 cells, 1620 nose angle, aspect ratio of 4.5 and top
speed of 45kph. Colours are fluorescent yellow, pink, green, dk.
blue, yellow and black. Special orders may attract a 10% surcharge if not currently available ex-factory stock. Lead time on
orders varies from 3-6 weeks depending on availability of stock
and demand.
Contact Kevin Rooke, Current Craft Australia, Ph (03) 7638196
(see also advertisement this issue)
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ONSHORE PARAGLIDERS
GARRY STEVENSON
34 Cambra Road, Belmont,GEELONG, Vic.
Ph 018 351 389, AH/Fax 052 432185
Onshore Paragliders are pleased to announce a range of fully certified paragliders for 1991.

Manufactured by Paracond Corporation and currently being sold in Europe, The U.S.A, and Japan all
paragliders have passed the certification standards of all these countries. The prime concern is safety first
and performance second. In addition to passing Gutesiegel(Germ.),PI(Jap.),Acfpuls(Fr.) they have tested
by professional factory pilots from Switzerland, Germany, and Japan
For the complete beginner. Easy to launch and fly. Modest performance with pricing to match the Jet and
Duck models are a good point to start. More than 2500 sold over the last 3 years the paraglider has proved
an ideal learning canopy.
For the intermediate pilot. Just as easy to launch and fly as the Jet and Duck but with a glide ratio of 5:1.
The FD/Jaguar is forgiving enough to be used by complete beginners and continue with enough performance to satisfy intermediate pilots. 3200 sold over the last two years.
For advanced pilots who demand a paraglider to suit all conditions. The Psychic canopy has exceptional
wind penetration and stability in strong gusty conditions. Whether is ridge soaring or thermalling the
Psychic is a very versatile paraglider. 650 sold since 1989.
For the ultimate in performance the Malibu has few peers. A glide ratio of 6.6 on the Malibu 23 ensures
lift on the lightest breeze. It can be ridge soared on as little as 5-8 knts! Accelerator bars allow good
penetration in stronger winds. An exceptional thermalling paraglider the Malibu is for the pilot who
demands the best possible performance without sacrificing safety from the latest designs. Available only
this year, 210 Malibu's have been sold already.

Also available - Tandem and Competition Models
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A Trip to Buffalo by David Allan
Andrew and I had had this trip to Bright
planned for sometime and the weather
had been less than perfect thus far. In 14
days we had flown Tawonga gap, a steep
cutting at the southern end of the Keiwa
valley, and Mt Emu on several occasions.
Our time in the area did have its highs and
lows. We had met loads of local and visiting pilots who treated this Tasmanian to
the best in fellowship and beer. But still
there was something missing.
I sat on the steps of our unit that night and
thought of all that we had done in a few
short weeks. We had caught the last few
days of what looked to be a wonderful
comp, the 'Bogong Cup', Andrew had his
second inland flight at Tawonga gap and
I had a good time as well, landing up the
street from the Bogong hotel. Mt emu
had been good to us too; we were given a
strong dose of 'Keiwa magic' when we
slipped off after the camp field and a few
lucky late saves later I was chasing
Andrew to the comp goal in smooth but
strong convergence. I listened as
Andrew, some 5km ahead, arrived over
the Dederang pub with bags of altitude.
On his first XC flight Andrew pulled off
a well executed landing at goal only to find
he had no wallet and our driver had found
a better pub to go to. By 7.45 the meals
had been ordered and it was high time to
land, sure was hard to leave that sort of
glassy smooth lift, but it was a pub down
there and ........

hard name to pronounce let alone spell)
who was unforturiate enough to break his
left femur on take off. I remembered the
presentations that night and seeing Harry
at Wangaratta Base Hospital later in the
week. (hope its getting better Harry). I
remembered scratching up at Emu and
then packing up in a downpour of biblical
proportions. I could never forget the
warm moon lit nights after long flights and
hours spent with good friends. Something was still missing.

A cloud slid between the full moon and
my thoughts, the cloud was thin and
moving from the SSW, Buffalo tomorrow? Another swig of VB and more
reminiscences spilled out. I remembered
the last day of the comp and Harry (a very

Tomorrow was it, we had to be back in
Melbourne and I had to catch the ferry
back to Tasmania, and back to work. All
I wanted before we went, was a good day
at Buffalo. Sunday, January 15: We were
up early, cleared up and packed. The

Mt Emu launch, Victoria

Looking north to Lake Hume, Kiewa Valley - pM Jeffery
plan, a short flight from Buffalo, if possible, then straight to Melbourne.
Take off was busy with over thirty gliders
spreading their wings in the noon sun.
Cues appeared from behind take off only
to be ripped and re-shaped over launch.
The buzz was that there was a westerly at
base and things might be a turbulent up
there. Two off, one went north and the
other on his way down. Skip (an
American who's real name is George) was
off next, I watched with envy as he carved
a path to cloud-base over the rocks to the
left. Now was the time to get off, no one
was going down and there was a constant
wind on the ramp. Heather, a local pilot
asked me, "Which way do I go after take
off?" My reply was something about getting off safely first then heading for anything that was going up. I did not know.
It was about this time that I was bitten by
the high fashion bug. What to wear? The
theory goes 'dress for high altitude and
you'll get low, dress low and you'll get
high'. I decided on a tee shirt. Andrew,
still not convinced, began to set up. A
dangerously slow take off and the 'canhave-its' in the observation bay sigh in
chorus. I am getting tense. Heather next,
a text book take off and she goes right.
1.30 pm, streamers straight on and I'm off.
Endless mental replays of Skip's climb out
lead me left, left into sink. More bloody
sink. At this point I would like to insert a
personal observation: there is only one
thing worse than sinking out while watching others scream up and that's hearing
about it too. I took my eyes off Heather
and turned my radio off. It didn't help.
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The Burs didn't really look all that unattractive as I thrashed against the inevitable. Lift had deserted me, too low
even to cross to the Porepunka strip. The
Burs it is. I made several passes, each a
little lower, looking for the streamer. The
vario whimpered, 50 up. UP. AffIrmative, up. The glider went into attack
mode as I focused my attention on the
opportunity the sun had given me. I
meandered around for what seemed like
hours, stalking my elusive pray while the
pitch on the vario continued to climb.
The lift had increased ten fold as take off
fell below me. It was safe to turn the radio
back on now.

airstrip far below and for the first time I
became aware of the cold. "BBbogong"
and "Its cold" were enough for Carol, she
knew where I was going..... .
The cloud was chiefly confined to the
southern end of the valley, building over
Mt Bogong. This was the end of the line.
I turned north and glided down to Emu
take off and warmer altitudes. "I'll be at
the Bogong Hotel", I said, already tasting
the first one in my mind, as I wafted down
below the valley walls to rest beside the
pub.
Thanks Andrew, Heather and Carol.

There were no cus north and it seemed
that everyone was up and heading
toward Bright. Noel was circling over
the roundabout, reaching cloud base,
I headed out to join him. Noel's instruments must be better than mine,
the thermal was just worth it, at least
the dregs were. The drift put us over
Mark's landing strip just on the northern side of Bright. A solid northerly
on the ground. Heather is down at the
Porepunka strip. Where to now?
Bright hill, open, sun-drenched and
highly recommended. The glide was
a loser, and if this hill didn't come
through I would be on the deck. It
did. With no particular plan in mind
I slid south to Wandiligong and over
Carol's (local pilot) house. Carol's
father had asked me, early in the
week, if it was possible to fly to the
house and here I was. The vario
voiced its opinion at this option, announcing strong lift. Unable to leave
lift, I climbed while listening to Noel
broadcasting to his wife from somewhere south of German Town. Noel
and his good lady were discussing options, something about 'Tawonga Gap
or Harrietville'. I was interested and
immediately glided ENE into the nest
valley.
Andrew had landed with Heather and
Carol was on her way. Where was
Noel? I came in above a solitary
glider, scratching on a peak above
Freeburgh. The peak was high and
stony, and fed by several gullies rising
from the valley floor. It had to work.
After some time and a consummate
number of feet a re-evaluation was
needed. Perhaps up wind a little worth a try. The vario pegged, cloudbase hovered above me within
minutes. With the bar in and State
forest far below, I headed East across
Tawonga gap. This was it, this was
what I had travelled to Victoria for.
The Kiewa opened up, long and wide,
north to Lake Hume. The Beauty

Casio Sports
AltimeterIBarometer Watch.
Now you can check your height (or Scuba
diving depth), monitor barometric pressure
as well as conventional features like dualtime, stop watch, countdown timer and
alarm. Unique features include an altitude
(or depth) alarm, maximum height memory
and dual metre/feet readouts.

$189

Certified Postage Paid.

===¥¥f:::~==-?:

Pet-2000
Tachometer I Hour Meter.
Manufactured by Japans top tachometer
manufacturer, the Pet-2000 is perfect for
all makes of two-stroke engines.
Simple wiring. A single sender antennalead is simply coiled around the spark
plug lead. No power source required.
A must for accurate engine and airframe
logs. (AUF Operations Manual Sect. 5.05)
Tamperproof, total engine time cannot be
erased. Ideal for flight schools or clubs.
Size: 44L x 61W x 12D mm.

°

• + or - 10 RPM accuracy.
to 20,000 RPM range.

$165

Certified Post Paid

Ultra-Prop Composit Propellers.
Pitch adjustable, universal hub design, L & R rotation,
Replaceable blades 52" to 59" dia. Super tough, smooth
running. Proven on thousands of Ultralights worldwide.
•
•
•
•

102 2 Blade Propeller &
103 3 Blade Propeller &
104 4 Blade Propeller &
Brolga Blades $35 each,

Spinner $325 . •
Spinner $399
Spinner $475
extra.

Certified Postage
to any point in
Australia $13

• Not suitable for
direct drive or
4-stroke engines.

Ultra Props Australia
Coombes Rd. RMB 1340 Torquay. 3228.
Fax: (052) 61 4048 Ph: (052) 61 2123.
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MOYES NEWS UPDATE
XS 169

U.S.H.G.M.A. CERTIFIED GLIDERS
XS 155
XS 142
XS EASY 155
COMPETITION NEWS

Morningside Glide Angle Competition
Eungella
CooplaCup
Dave Lamont 1989- 1stXS 155
Phil Beck:
1990-lstXS 142withfins
3rdXS 155
1stXS 155
1991 - The XS 169 will be the glider to watch.
Warren Burgess:
2ndXS 155
The XS 169 is a really exciting glider, with extra light roll pressures,
positive stability and extremely high performance.
Pilot weight range
Pilot proficiency
Wingspan
Weight
Aspect ratio
Cost

INTRODUCING XACT II
Design changes: There is no slider, but the
pilot can easily rotate into a vertical landing position because the main suspension
point attaches forward of the pilot's
centre of gravity.
There is a pulley and cleat to raise the
pilot's legs into a prone horizontal flying
position.
The alloy airframe is made of 1 inch tubular aluminium, which is formed to give
round corners and strength from the
shape.
Colour options: purple, cherry, lilac, fluro
yellow, fluro pink, fluro orange, dark blue,
light blue, red, black, silver, pink.
Weight: 4 kg without 'chute.
Cost: 5785.00 Aus.
Dimensions: Exactly same as XACT.
Measurements: Taken as before.
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160-280 Ibs with harness
Intermediate
36 feet
79 Ibs
7.66
54,510.00
Name ................................................................................................. .
Address .............................................................................................. .

Overall height with shoes on .....................................................
Shoulder height with shoes on ................................................. .
Chest size ......................................................................................... .
Circumference of leg
between knee and crutch ........................................................... .
length of shoe ................................................................................ .
Parachute is standard on the R.H.S.
Tick if required on the l.H.S.

0

Colour choices of harness from front cover:
Pockets, inside and foot end colour no. .............................................. .
Main outside top end colour no. ........................................................... .
Cut out coupon and send to:
Moyes Delta Gliders P/l, 173 Bronte Rd, Waverley 2024 NSW, Australia.
Tel. (02) 387 ~114 Fax (02) 387 4472
Moyes California 2202 J, Covello St., California 9 J303.
Tel. (8 J8t 887 336 J Fax (818) 702 06 J 2
Moyes Icaro 2000 S.R.L via Santa Caterina, 15 112 J038 leggluna Reno
(Va) Italy. Tel. (0332) 648335 Fax (0332) 648079
Moyes japan 124-6 2F Mukougaoka, Takatu-KuKawasaki-Shi,
Kanagawa Ken-213 Japan. Tel. (044) 877 5044 Fax (044) 8557242

XA CT.ARNESS

Are you an
Instructor?
Applications are invited from all
coaches of elite athletes to attend the
Australian Coaching Council's Third
Elite Coaches Seminar.
The seminar is aimed at assisting the
development of Australian coaches currently working with high performance
athletes and will be held at the
Australian Institute of Sport from
Thursday 29 November to Sunday 2
December 1990
This seminar will provide an excellent
opportunity for coaches to learn from
some of the foremost authorities in their
respective areas. CQaches will gain
valuable information and techniques to
pass on to their athletes and other
coaches.
There will also be ample of opportunity
to meet and exchange ideas with other
leading Australian coaches from a
variety of sports.
Accredited Coaches wishing to attend
the seminar should seek endorsement
from their National Sporting Association and send details and fee no later
than 19 October 1990 to:
Australian Coaching Council
Third Elite Coaches Seminar
PO Box 176
Belconnen ACT 2616
or further details may be obtained
from Ian Jarman, phone (048) 834022
VHGA9
VICTORIAN HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION INC
SUMMARY OF INCOME/EXPENDITURE FOR
6 YEARS ENDED 30 JUNE 1990

MEMBERSHIPS
GOVERNMENT GRANTS
COMPETITIONS
BANK INTEREST
SALES & OTHER
TOTAL

FED TAX/STATE DUTY
SITE IMPROVEMENTS
COMPETITION FEES
POST,STAT. & C'TEE COSTS
PRINTING & PURCHASES
OTHER
MAILOUTS
HGFA CONVENTIONS
SEMINARS
HIRE OF HALL
SEMINARS-INTERSTATE
GRATUITIES
FIRST AID
AUDIT FEES
TRAVELLI NG
TOTAL

1985

1986

1716
1700
531.69
93.28
156
4196.97

1415.5
1000
80
157.64
113
2766.14

1985
7.93
191.35
504.15
405.86
2009.25

1986
9.25
814.49
530
359.16
172.04
130

40
28

239.4

200
40
50
3276.54

275
180
2909.34

INCOME
1987

1988

1989

1990

1173.5

3422

3658
1000

1822
1400

361.69
1535.19

50
395.62
935
4802.62

EXPENDITURE
1987
1988
24.22
14.3
455
291.45
603.18
550
278 801.63
37.65
420.67

200
45
285
100
1937.22

350
246.47
180
158.75
100
20
3224.1

TOTAL

%

13207
5100
661.69
355.86 326.64 1690.73
42
223
1469
5055.86 3771.64 22128.42

59.7
23
3
7.7
6.6

1989
8.6
2093.12
645
633.44
404.05
220.3

25

185
4214.51

1990
TOTAL
18.46
82.76
124.18 3969.59
2832.33
176.41
2654.5
2622.99
116.14 887.11
164.91
164.91
629.4
274.47
40
245
158.75
500
85
610
219.99
704.99
860.09 16421.8

%

0.5
24.2
17.3
16.2
16
5.5
1
3.8
1.7
1.1
1
3

0.5
3.8
4.4
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Accident Report
Pilot:
TakeOff:
LZ:
Date:
Circumstances:

David Allen
Scheibenwald
K6ssen, Austria
Friday 13 July 1990
New site, new glider, new harness and fIrSt flight after a 6
month break.

David made a safe take off and flew straight out to the L.Z. He felt that the
glider was trimmed too fast. Over the landing field he tried to execute a few
turns to get some feel for the new XS 155. David reported he never felt
comfortable in doing these manoeuvres and came out of the last one in a steep
dive with little altitude. As witnessed by a friend in the LZ, he clipped the top
of a tall pine tree on the edge of the field at high speed, and plummeted nose
first into the ground below.
On inspection of the glider I found the uprights were undamaged. The nose of
the glider and David's upper body had taken the full impact. The glider was
untest flown and had been short packed and freighted from Sydney to Holland
where David collected it. David was himself a Moyes dealer, but had not flown
an XS before. The glider seemed to be correctly assembled, although there was
no mylar insert in the LE. Pocket. If you ever receive a glider and are unsure
of the assembly procedure or find that something is missing, don't just go ahead
and fly it. Contact the manufacturer or see someone in your area who understands that particular model.
Damage to glider:
Nose plates bent, nose catch broken, nose channel bent, keel broken in 3 places,
both X-Bars damaged, one broken in two. Both L.E. front sections bent badly,
back sections and sleeves dented. 5/16" X-Bar - L.E. junction bolts bent, king
post base bent, speed bar dented. At least half of the battens were unrepairable,
wishardt clip for luff lines was straightened out and the sail was a total write-off.
Perhaps it would have been easier to name the surviving parts.
People attending David in the L.Z did not move him, as that would have
probably killed him and he was flown by helicopter straight to one of the best
hospitals in the world for serious accidents. He suffered 2 broken vertebrae C5
and T4, 2 broken shoulder blades, broken ribs and broken upper arm and
bruising.
I first learned of the accident 2 weeks later on returning to K6ssen from
Switzerland. I visited David in Miirnau, Unfallklinic twice, the first time he was
in intensive care on his back on a respirator. His wife Prue and mother Noeleen
were already there to help and encourage him. At this stage all he could really
move were his eyes. There was slight movement in his elbows and left wrist.

The Doctor said he felt sure he would be quadriplegic except for these slight
movements.
Three weeks later, just before I left Europe for U.S.A. I visited David again. He
was in a much more upright position in bed, breathing normally and talking his
head off. It was good to see him in such high spirits. I noticed some movement
under the sheets and asked him what was going on. His left leg popped out from
under the sheets and he wagged it at me, then his left arm appeared and he shook
my hand. It was a weak grip, but nevertheless much more than doctors ever
expected. He also had movement in his right arm and leg, if only slight.
I telephoned him today, 4 October, 1990 at the Austen Hospital, Ward 17, Studly
Road, Heidelbergh, Victoria 3084, where he will be resident for some time and
is undergoing physiotherapy. His courage and determination along with much
help from his family and friends will see him improving in leaps and bounds.
Drew Cooper

No.2
Pilot:
Rating:
Flying:
Date:
Site:
Glider:
Accident:
Injury:

Cause:
Glider Damage:

Ian Trethewey
Novice
37 hours
5 September, 1990
Ochre
Mission 170
Hard Landing
Severe lacerations to right foot, internal bleeding,
dislodged ribs, severe lacerations to forehead, severe
concussion, spinal trauma, atlanto-axial subluxation,
severe bruising all over.
Sudden wind shift from 20 Kts SW to approx. 60 Kts S.
2 LE outers (1 snapped, 1 bent), 1 Snapped Keel, 2 down
tubes, 1 X-bar, 2 tom LEs on sail, 1 destroyed helmet.

The day started out very strong, but back-yard cloud watching showed a good
direction. "Lets go for a drive", said the wife. "I'll put the glider on just in case"
said I. "Oh" said she who must be obeyed, showing stinging repartee.
A nice drive to Noarlunga later, and there were 2 gliders in the air over the
seaside resort. A short drive on to Ochre Point found me standing at the front
and checking strength. Eye lashes not quite touching eye lids, must be less than
25 Knots. One thing, there was a bit of a squall about 5 Kms off shore and a
good bit south, so we decided to sit and wait to see what would happen. 30
minutes later the squall was still in the same place, so I started to set up with
one other pilot. I launched into smooth, constant, Iifty air and was flying for
about 30 minutes, keeping an eye on conditions.
The squall was still stationery out to sea when the air went really glassy and
started to drop off. I was a bit low to top land, so I started to work up some
height to make an approach. I was just about to bank left when the sea went
green and started crashing around all different directions and my left wing went
up to about 90° and I was going up. I fought to get the glider level and turned
the glider into the wind and pulled the bar in to the knees and realised I was
facing south. The greatest shock was that I was flying backwards at about 25
knots and going up and down like a leaf. As I looked backwards and down for
somewhere to crash, I was suddenly going down very fast in the rotor to the
north of the headland. I do not remember any more until about 40 minutes
later, when a bloke in a St. Johns uniform told me he was going to cut my flying
suit off, I said "No way" or some strong words to that effect and sat up to take
it off myself.

IS YOUR ANSWER
TO BIG PROBLEMS!
Get a handle on your safety.
Call or write TODAY for details
of a plane-saving parachute to
suit your aircraft. Models
available to fit all amateur
built aircraft. ultralights
and hang gliders .

Avtex pry LID .
Ballistic Recovery Systems Dlvtslon
BaJllna Airport. BallIna N.S.w. 2478
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Ph (066) 86 7991
Fax (066) 86 5506

What happened in the interim you ask? Well its like this, as far as I can work
out. I hit the ground (pretty close to where I intended) going backwards fast. I
was then blown about 20 meters backwards up to the top of the ridge, ripping
out shrubs and grass and generally ploughing the terrain. Then I was rotored
again about 5 meters into the gully where all movement stopped. I was hanging,
bleeding and pointing the opposite way to the glider. Susie had my radio and
radioed for help, she first got onto Julius Makk but he was still flying and
couldn't do anything, so she tried again and got Bill who happened to be outside
EI Presidente's house watching some other guys flying. He ran in to telephone
the ambulance and President Paul stationed people at appropriate points to
guide the ambulance to the right spot.
Meanwhile, Thomas had arrived at Ochre to be greeted by a screaming Sue. He
sprinted down the hill and got me out of my harness and helped me away from
the glider to sit me down. What happened to the other pilot? Well that was
none other than our own June 1990 centerfold who later used some very
non-scandinavian language to describe her trouble in landing and holding her
glider down in the wind. Birgit brought her first aid kit and bandaged my head
and foot and whispered sweet nothings in my ear to keep me calm. A few other

people arrived and donated jackets and coats to keep me warm and pack up the
glider and pod. There were two ambulances, seven police cars, the star force
(acting as stretcher bearers), two helicopters with news teams and a lot of hang
glider pilots helping out. Then its off to Flinders Med Center for a week in the
high dependency ward and at least 2 months of re-couperation at home.

So what happened and what not to do in future? Well, I have since found out
that squalls and gusts are not the same thing. If a squall is stational)' that does
not mean it's doing nothing. My squall was slowing strong winds down and
gaining energy out there on the water and when it decided it had enough energy
it just spat it out and I was caught in one of its big gobs. I will never again fly on
days that look questionable!
I am grateful for the cohesive nature of SAHGA and grateful to the capable
people who seem to be attracted to hang gliding. Also thanks to St Johns, S.A.'s
police force and the staff at F.M.C. One part of me wants to start flying again
but another voice says tl)' cobra kissing, or white pointer dancing. I'm sure in
time I will make up my mind but for now I'm out of action for at least another
couple of months. In case you are wondering what the atlanto-axial sub laxation
is, its the joining between Cl and C2 in the upper neck, and subluxation means
I came with a hair's breadth of being dead.

Fly safely folks and be selective.
Ian

No.3
Fatal Hang Gliding Accident in Norway
On 16th July, hang gliding in Norway suffered its first fatal accident since 1980.
A passenger in a tandem hang glider fell from the glider after 10 minutes of
flight when the unlocked carabiner was opened by the passenger's slngle hang
loop. A series of unfortunate circumstances made this possible. The accident
was investigated by the police and a special commission from the HG section of
the Norwegian Aero Club.
The pilot had meant to use a backup hangloop and lock the carabiner, but forgot
this after having adjusted the length of the hangloops several times.
The passenger's harness was rigged with ropes and relatively stiff wires going to
a bolt with a shackle. Because of the stiffness of the wires and the bolt/shackle
connection to the carabiner, any temporal)' slack in the passenger's suspension
would come between the carabiner and the hangloop. The hangloop is made of
a stiff 9mm rope, with the knot placed at its lower end, next to the carabiner. A
twist on the hangloop made this tum around the carabiner to the front, its
opening side, when the passenger's suspension went slack during a brief period
of weightlessness. There, the hangloop (probably because of the knot) got stuck

on the carabiner's locking mechanism when the suspension was tightened again.
The hangloop stayed there until a brief jolt made it open the carabiner. The
rope then escaped from the carabiner, and the passenger fell to the ground.
We would like to inform all pilots of this accident and to remind them to always
lock their carabiner and use their double hangloop. The omission of these
details are the main reasons behind this tragic accident. Other important details
to remember is never to have a knot on a hangloop placed anywhere near a
carabiner. The hangloop should also not be too stiff. This accident is the first
we know of where this has happened. Ifwe learn from it, it may also be the last.
The Hang Gliding Section of the Norwegian Aero Qub

No.4
On Wednesday 3rd October, a pilot from Sydney's west came to Mudgee with
a driver and set up to tow on the council airstrip. Dereck Forcha and myself
had abandoned plans for ridge soaring and went to the aerodrome at lunchtime
to do some powered flying.
We found the pilot set up ready to go. He was not using an observer and was
towing over a hump in the strip and could not be seen at all by the driver. The
car had already been bogged on a wet patch of the strip and was now parked on
green clover grass.
Due to wheel spin the start was vel)' slow and the pilot dropped his right wing.
He called stop but due to the llCIIllal reliability of C.B. radios, the driver did not
hear and kept accelerating. The glider eventually took off but the pilot overcorrected to the left, calling 'stop' all the time. Though the glider was climbing,
the pilot suddenly pulled in with his left hand while attempting to trip his release
with his right hand. The release did not trip and the left tum became a lockout
at 20 feet. Though the pilot tried to recover, the weak link broke with insufficient altitude for the pilot to recover. He hit the ground left wing first and
sustained serious injul)'.
.

As with most accidents, a series of things went wrong leading up to the crash.
To minimise the risk ofsuch incidents, the HGFA has laid down 12 safety points
to be observed when car towing. To omit the use of an observer and to not use
adequate communication is asking for trouble. No matter what sort of flying
you may do, if you feel tempted to skip safety procedures, stop before you fly
and ask yourself, 'Is it worth it?'. Also in this case, had the local club been
contacted, a safe towing crew could have been set up as two of us were looking
to fly that day.
.
Bruce Barcham

Fly 100 Miles On A Sting XC This Summer
Developed for the Recreational Pilot
Standard Features Include:
o

o
o
o
o
o

VGSystem
Scrim Leading Edge
Scrim Trailing Edge
Faired Rubber Backed Uprights
Speed Bar With Handgrips
Set Up Time 6 minutes

Intro Price $3550.00
Designed and Manufactured By
(Not currently certified)
12/30 Kalaroo Road REDHEAD NSW2290 PH (049) 499199 (2 lines) FAX (049) 499395
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State and Club News
those responsible for making the comp so
successful.
For those of you contemplating going to
the Gillies competition next year, it is well
worth it. The flying was great, the food
that the Cairns club provided was excellent and the company and scenery was
even better.

HGFA
Paragliding Sub-committee
Report
This month (October) has been a busy
one for those who attended the meeting
in September.
A revised rating scheme has been drafted
and distributed for consideration, the
Paragliding Nationals have been moved
from February to mid March and the
operations manual is at last beginning to
take shape.
Excellent news is that the annual FlatlanQs competition has been extended to
formally embrace paragliding and the
Cross Country (XC) League is now open
to paragliders in their own separate class.
Thank you Len, Jenny and Bernie.
Competition must be a prime vehicle for
improving flying skills and developing
pilot skills to represent Australia. I am
confident that soon Australia will boast
not only world class hang glider pilots but
also world class paraglider pilots.
I look forward to that day.
Brian Webb,Convener, Paragliding Subcommittee

Queensland

I've been to a few other comps in
Queensland and Northern NSW and
whilst the other comps are good, I feel the
Gillies was the best by far. The facilities
that they have at the Gillies are, to say the
least, extraordinary, and are a credit to
the hard workers that they have in their
club up there, and the envy of many other
hang glider pilots.
Special thanks to Nev Akers for putting
up a crowd of us at his place before and
after the compo Special thanks also to
Ethel and Ally who, on our way down to
Eungella, put up and fed more people
than I've ever seen in a 3 bedroom home
with all the finesse of a 5 star motel. Their
hospitality extended to taking many of us
land-lovers off for a day on their beautiful
catamaran to Magnetic Island for a
sausage sizzle on the beach. Thanks to all
of you, hope we can return the hospitality
somewhere down the line.
Get high and hang there
Dave Cookman
See the competitions section for an update on the Rainbow Beach Flyin to be
held December 27th to 30th. The focus of
this event is enjoyment and self-improvement, particularly for novice pilots where
the ease and predictability of Rainbow
has helped many low-hours pilots. Contact Steve Johnson (074) 941867

New South Wales

Mid Nort coast
HANG GLIDING
Assn.

Sunshine Coast Hang
Gliding Club
On behalf of the Sunshine Coast members
that attended the Gillies competition, I
would like to thank Nev Akers and all
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The September meeting was held on 21st
at North Sydney at 5.22pm with Peter
Hansen (Secretary), Keith Maxwell
(Treasurer), Steve Hocking (HGFA Administrator) and Richard Reitzin (President) present.
There was wide ranging discussion on a
large number of topics and issues in a

meeting which lasted for over 4 hours
non-stop. Here are the edited highlights!!
An invitation was received from the
Bankstown Chamber of Commerce to
have displays and/or demonstrations at
the Air Show to be held in March 1991.
All manufacturers and/or importers of
hang gliding, paragliding and trike flying
equipment and all schools can contact
Peter Hansen for the details if you miss
out on his mailing.
In keqJillg with NSWHGA's policy to
promote safety and enjoyment in our
sports, NSWHGA has authorized in principle or actually approved the following
payments for site improvements:
Stanwell Park Club for contribution to
Council toward cost of relocation of the
power lines near the landing area - $2,200;
Lower Blue Mountains Club for a warning sign at Mt Blackheath and public relations with the landing paddock owners $149;
Central Coast Club for a ramp at
Forrester's Beach - $300;
Byron Bay Club for local site improvements - $132.34;
Total = $2,781.34
All clubs are invited to submit legitimate
requests for funding, particularly for site
improvement and general safety enhancement. It will speed things up and involve less work if copies of invoices,
receipts and other relevant documents
are submitted with your requests.
The following pilots were appointed as
Safety Officers:
Jenny Ganderton and Len Paton for sites
in and about the Central West (including
towing sites); Stuart Andrews for sites
utilized by the Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club; and Brad Cootes for
Hunter Valley and Newcastle sites.
NSWHGA wishes to express its gratitude
to these pilots who are willing to shoulder
the duties and responsibilities of carrying
out the important role of Safety Officers,
thereby improving safety standards,
reducing accidents and enhancing the
public image of our sports and, of course,
our enjoyment of them.
If you wish to be appointed as a Safety
Officer, write to NSWHGA setting out
your experience in relation to the sites to
which you seek appointment. Once
again, this speeds things up and reduces
work.

A Tasmanian pilot, David Allan was
recently tragically injured in a hang glid-

ing accident in Austria, rendering him a
quadriplegic. It seems there has been
some improvement in his condition, but
only slight. Ian and Jane Jarman have set
up a fund to assist David and his parents
in coping with the extreme financial burden of overseas medical fees and the costs
of transporting David back to Australia.
NSWHGA has resolved to contribute
$1,000 toward the fund. Anyone else interested can contact Ian or Jane to make
a contribution or to buy a raffle ticket.
Until next time
Happy landings all!!!
Richard Reitzin, President

Are now holding bi-monthly meetings at
Camden Haven Gold Club, Kew.
7.30pm Saturday, 1st December 1990 and
following first Saturday of the second
month.
Come and join the club that flys all year
round.
September meeting - New committee:
President, Craig Worth
Vice President, Garry Hazel
Secretary, Ben Leonard
Comp Director, Lee Scott
Committee members, Ken Gill and Joe
Scott
Craig has finished the southern site guide
and Lee has completed the Coopla site
guide.
Lee reported on negotiations with National Parks who will provide a mown
strip of SOm by 25m path access and stairs,
signposted for an annual fee of $100 at
Pilot Beach. Lee has also had signs (signwritten, air-brushed, stainless steel backed, weather sealed for $360) made up to
take off at Nellies and North Brother.
A letter was received from David Moufarrige re the World Freestyle Championships Crescent Head on April 11th to 14th
1991, asking for help with sponsorship. It
was decided to officially back the championships, and offer support with officials.
The new committee has decided to have
a list of all members and to look into
incorporation of the club. Lee advised

that a landing site in front of Nellies has
been lost. Let's try not to lose any more!
It was agreed to promote the sport more
by improving our image, so proceeds from
our next fly-in at Pacific Palms be donated
to a local charity, and also that we paint
and repair Middle Brother and Nellie's
ramps. It was also decided to have a club
fly-in at the new High Adventure Air
Park.
Ben Leonard, Secretary

Northern Beaches .
Greetings to all and sundry! October is
here and so is the seabreeze. The Northern Beaches over the last month has been
a hive of activity with colourful wings
gracing the sky over most sites.
As usual, with the onset of flying, the incidents start rolling in. People are either
resuming their passion with the same
vigour they left it, whilst forgetting that
the skills may be a bit rusty or, alternatively, fledglings are discovering Long Reef,
but treating it like Stanwell Park!
Remember those take offs, folks, a good
run and plenty of speed is all you need to
get flying, there's no room for the 'Stanwell Shuffle' at Long Reef; it's a very
unforgiving site. Mind you, there's no
room for 'The Stanwell Shuffle' at ANY
site, including Stanwell Park - speed is I
safety!
I

Bill Moyes was kind enough to lend us an
XS Easy for our October meeting. The
club is now padded so thick with
Novicellntermediate pilots that great interest was shown in the 'Easy' all night.
It's sure a clean looking wing that looks
set to capture plenty of orders.
Thanks goes to Dr John Coby who made
the trek up north from Stanwell to give us
an insight into the development of the
Coby Fins (those strange looking appendages that are now gracing the
wingtips of XS's). There is little doubt,
judging from unsolicited, unbiased
reports by happy pilots who swear by the
performance enhancing characteristics of
the fins. It would appear that John has hit
upon a great idea resulting from his years
of trial and error.
A party of Northern Beaches types went
on safari to the Central Coast on the
weekend of 6th, led by the tour guide only
Tarzan could rival; yep, you guessed it!
Tour guide was Dane 'Jungle Jim' Snelling. After a great tour of where, when,
how and why of the Central Coast, some
flying was had at Crackneck (light conditions not withstanding). Gratitude goes
to the Central Coast crew for the assistance and site info. Hope to see you down
here fellas!
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Ian Duffy of Oz
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Flight at Manly has
conducted his first
course since opening. This, plus the
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c~ease the number of When flying at Mt Buffalo stay in comfort at the Buffalo Motel:
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first real experience of thermals, but
watch out next time!

State and Club News cont •..
Now for the 'Look ma, no hands' segment.
Who was the goatie bearded mountain
man who got blown in his Swift from Newport to Whale Beach, courtesy of a
southerly squall? 'Mr X' landed ok in
some pretty severe force 9 rotor!

Due to the serious accident at Rylstone
on 3rd October, some ofthe landowners
are asking about the risk of accidents on
their places. To protect our sites the club
voted that access to our sites can only be
made when a club site official is present.
If necessary we will lock access and
ramps. Also deputation is to be made to
Rylstone Shire Council regarding hang
gliding at the council aerodrome.

Stay high and keep safe!
John Haiie, President

Back on terra firma, congrats to Rodney
Stoddart on the new arrival, one more up
and coming pilot to jostle for airspace at
the Reef.
Up and coming not to be missed events
include a parachute seminar by Chris
Boyce of Aerial Technics for the November meeting (which will probably have
been held by the time you read this so, in
anticipation, thanks Chris!). And the big
one on 1st Tuesday night in December.
John Dickenson talking about the
development of the hang glider (with a
guest attendance by Bill Moyes); hope to
see as many as possible for that one. After
all, where else in the world can you go to
listen to the man who invented the hang
glider and personally get to meet him,
shake his hand and buy him a drink and
thank him for putting YillI into the air,
resulting in Yilll reading MY column!
All are welcome (pilot or not) and it's
FREE!
A 'Water Landing' training
night is being planned for early
1991. These famous evenings
see us seize control of the
Department of Sport and Rec
swimming pool at the Narrabeen Training Camp. We
strap pilots into a glider and
throw them into the pool,
thereby giving you 1st hand experience in a water landing
situation, under controlled
conditions (divers await your
entry and have a spare
regulator in case of problems).
These nights are extremely useful and very cheap. Unfortunately, numbers are limited
so the sooner you book in with
myself, or Dane Snelling on
9384420 AND PAY YOUR
DEPOSIT, the sooner you can
be assured of a place. Remember, first come, first served with
priority going to club members.
So if you want to join the club
where it's happening, come on
down to the Dee Why RSL
Club, 7.30;m, 1st Tues(fay of
the month at Pittwater Rd, Dee
Why (Club Dress Regulations
apply) and find out for yourself.

Cudgegong Highlands Hang
Gliding Inc
Though the forecast was not good for the
club weekend, we still managed one good
fly. Only 2 pilots ventured out to brave the
thermals in the pre-frontal conditions.
Derek Forcha and Ralph Sutton flew
from Avondale and found the landing
area has been cleaned up by the farmer
and is much larger and safer.
Conditions were good and Ralph found
himself thermalling for the first time. He
was surprised to see the vario face of his
Mast-air blocked out showing off-thescale lift and a few circles found him well
above take-off. Neither Derek nor Ralph
ventured over the back as this was their

Though we welcome visitors to the area,
we appreciate, and now require that you
contact us fIrSt. Sites are too few and too
valuable to put in jeopardy, so please do
the right thing.
Bruce Bareham

Stanwell Park Hang Gliding
Club
Hi fellow pilots
After a brilliant day's flying, the Stanwell
Park Club met at the Helensburgh
Workmens' Club for the monthly meeting. We had 26 people in attendance as
well as a few new members.

The local school instructors were present
at the meeting, mainly to discuss the
rating requirements for flying Stanwell.
The outcome was that a change regarding
-----.;....---------------~ novices flying on weekend was
A motion was put
IcL:HNIL:~ required.
forward and passed unani42 Stanwell Avenue, Stanwell Park.
mously.
P.O. Box 180., Helensburgh, N.S.W. 250.8
In future, NOVICES MAY
Ph:-(042)94 iS45
NOT FLY ON WEEKENDS,
(Gliders)
WITH THE EXCEPTION OF
We have a full range of Enterprise Wings and Moyes THOSE PILOTS WHO HAVE
Gliders both new and used. Also UP International's BEEN GIVEN PERMISSION
Tandem 'Lite Dream' and Airborne's 'Sting'.
BY THEIR INSTRUCTOR,
WHO
MUST BE PRESENT
(Instruments)
ON THE DAY TO SUPERSJOSTROM vario/digital alt ............................ $740.00
VISE THEM.
RED
BALL vario/digital alt. frOql ......... .................... $805.00
STREAMERS MUST STILL
MAST AIR digital vario/alt.............................. $630.00
BE PLACED ON THE
AIRSPEED INDICATOR .. from ........................ $45.00
GLIDER AT ALL TIMES.

AcRIRL

--;

(Harnesse0
THE D SCOTT from entry racer ...................... $875.00
PODIPOD LITE compact & comfort ................. $499.00

(Accessories)
•
•
•
•

UHF Radios .......... $450'.0'0'
Pagen Books from .. $13.0.0.
Flying Suits .......... $230..0.0.
Hand-fairings ......... $45.0.0.

• Aerodyne Helmets ... $125.0.0.
• Helmets, 10. sizes ....... $52.0.0.
• Steel carabiners ......... $29.0.0.
• Video 'Leading Edge' . $45.0.0.

(Parachutes)
HIGH ENERGY SPORTS - Made in U.S.A. .............. $495.0.0.
TANDEM CHUTE by High Energy ........................... $650..0.0.
CHUTE REPACKING collection/delivery ................... $30..0.0.
So whether it's a safety pin or a new glider,
call Chris or Clare on (042) 94 2545.
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I think this is a positive step for
hang gliding as it will give
novices a good chance to gain
their hours without having to
travel hundreds of miles to do
so.
A fly-in is to be organised fOJ
the Australia Day weekend al
the end of January 1991, opel
for novices to advanced. Set
the comp date section.
The wind socks and signs art
still on the way for those wh!
are wondering what's har
pened to them since the lru
meeting.

Meeting dates are the fIrst Sunday of each
month at Scott's Mild To Wild shop next
to Articles Restaurant in the park. All
welcome to come along and participate in
the meeting and club's activities.
See you there!!!
Derrick Inglis, Secretary

Sutton Forest Flyers Club
The last two meetings of the club were
held on 19 August and 14 October. The
club is now far more active than previously, however it seems quite a few
people did not receive their last newsletter. If you should have, but didn't, please
contact David Jones at PO Box 513 Mittagong 2575 or phone him on (048)
894182 (day is best).
The last two flying trips away to Tumut on
8 & 9 September and the October long
weekend were quite successful. Every
day was flyable and, of course, the more
summer takes hold, the stronger the thermals will get. It looks like there is really
going to be some great flying to be had in
the area this summer.
The club has been steadily preparing,
during these weekends (and in between),
for the forthcoming NSW State Championships to be held at Tumut from 15 to
23 December. The road to the top of
Mount Talbingo has been cleared of
several fallen trees and branches which
succumbed to the weight and strength of
winter snows and winds; 2 take-offs at the
Honeysuckle Range have been cleared; a
new temporary ramp for Mt Talbingo has
been improved; the Aviation Authorities
have been lined up and work is continuing
on, lining up the local land owners. All in
all things are looking pretty good for a
successful State Titles Comp!
The State Titles will, this year, for the fIrst
time, include an inter-club competition.
At this stage, it looks like our very own
SFFC will fIeld 3 or even 4 four-person
teams including, perhaps, a Mission team.
The next Tumut weekend will be on 24
and 25 November. This will be the last
trip away to Tumut before the State Titles.
SFFC is planning an Intermediate Rating
night on Saturday 24 November, hopefully at the Tumut Aero Club. So brush up
on your theory and get yourself that (perhaps long overdue) rating as well as some
great flying that weekend! But organise
your 4x4 transport well in advance. For
Sydney siders there's a good chance a
4WD will be hired. If you want to go that
way contact me on 2353033W or
3651533H.
Mick O'Dowd, George Tome and Phil
Daniels have been nominated to seek appointment by NSWHGA as Safety OffIcers.

Our next meeting is due to be held at the
Heathcote Hotel on Sunday 9 December
at 8pm. This will be our last opportunity
to meet before the state titles so it is important for as many as possible to get
along there.

Check leading and trailing edge of mylar
insert during pre-flight.
Till next month, happy flying
Lindy Cook

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club

Well that's all for now. Until next time ...
Happy landings all!
Richard Reitzin, President

lIIawarra Hang Gliding News
Greetings! We thOUght we'd surprise you
all with some club news. Apologies to
have kept you in the dark for so long, but
this should be the fIrst of regular submissions. Firstly, our meetings are held at the
Port Kembla Leagues Club (nut the
Shellharbour Pub) 1st Wednesday of
each month, contact President Harry
Docking (042) 967796 H or (042) 564388
W for more info. All newcomers welcome!
With summer coming on, and there being
more reliable and consistent winds for
flying, our members have been clocking
up a few good hours in the air (that's when
the pilots are not down at the snow!)
Yes, the Corryong Cup will be on again.
Date: Uth to 15th January, Friday - fun
fly-in, Saturday to Monday - comp days.
Meet at Towong camp site, entry fee $30
(A Bargain!). Contact Harry or Mark
Ryan (042) 295881 W or 717954 H. More
info in next Skysailor.
Congratulations on marriage of pilot
Graham Cox to Sue Smith on 29th September 1990.
Attention: Saddleback
site near Kiama is currently closed pending
negotiations with new,
unfriendly landowners.
Any flying at this site will
ensure its permanent
closure. Please await further advice.
A message from Warwick
Kelly who, while flying at
Stanwell in his GTR 162,
noticed the right hand
wing not flying properly.
The glider was difficult to
control and dove sharply
in right hand turns. Warwick flew straight to the
beach and landed ok.
The cause was that the
rear edge of the mylar insert in the right leading
edge was 'rolled under'
for about 12" near the
number 2 batten. This
happened, presumably,
during batten insertion.
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New committee for 1990/91:
President, Guenther J annsen
Vice-president, Adrian Studley
Treasurer, Lorie Bell
Secretary, Stuart Andrews
Publicity Officer, Bruno Corletto
Regional PG rep, Stuart Andrews
Technical Officer, Heinz Gloor
A good attendance of members and
visitors at the AGM of the club was testimony to the ever increasing popularity
of paragliding in the area and the need for
a club as a social and flying outlet for
pilots leaving the supervision of Para Alpina. The next 12 months should see the
continued growth of the club and a grater
participation by the club in the administration of paragliding in the Snowy
Mountain area.
To outgoing president Joe, a job well
done in assisting and leading the committee and members from inception to the
present time. Much has been done since

r---------------------,

Clearance Sale
Hang Gliders
Rumour 154
Sting XC demo
Aero 150
Foil 152 Combat
Mission 170
Mars 150
Foil 52 Combat
Mars 170

fl. orange/emerald
white/fl. lime/grey
fl. orange/grey
red/grey/fl. green
pink/fl. green
pink/lilac
white/lilac
5 in stock

$2800
$3100
$2200
$3450
$2200
$850
$2900
from $800

Trikes
503 Arrow 1
25 hours

dk blue/fl. orange
inc. chute

Edge 582

blue/grey demo

$8000
$15,500

12/30 Ka/aroo Road REDHEAD NSW2290
PH (049) 499199 (2 lines) FAX (049) 499 395

~----------------~~----~
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the club was formed some short 18
months ago and Joe can' be proud of his
involvement. As a member he can now
enjoy more flying time. To new president
Guenther, we know from his interest in
the sport that the club has an able and
qualified person at the helm.
At a recent meeting of the Paragliding
Sub-committee it was felt that Regional
Paragliding Representatives were necessary to oversee paragliding activities in
their area and to advise their respective
state association committees on such activities.
Mark Mitsos of Buli will look after
paragliding in the coastal region and
Stuart Andrews will be responsible for the
mountain areas. These people are
YOUR reps at state level and for them to
work effectively and for your benefit it is
important that you give them the input so
that paragliding will be heard at state association meetings.
The HGFA have now got a full-time and
very competent secretary, J 0, who has
made sure that all rating stickers have
been sent to paraglider pilots. If by some
chance you have not received yours,
please get in touch with Heinz or Stuart
so that we can forward your name to
HGFA.
Club trip to Bright, December, details
from Stuart.
26th and 27th January 1991, Summer
Trophy

HGAWA
Howdy Sandgropers
September behind us means that we're
into the final quarter of 1990. Traditionally we turn our thoughts to Shelley's and
associated sites. Late '90 however, offers
us the state comp and various flying so it's
a good time to check out that gear. Bruce
Dainton's Kulin Fly-in once again
provided some good performances.
Those of note were Warren Hall's 3 hour
flight to Lake Grace which is 62km from
Kulin. The total distance covered would
have been more like 100km and he maxed
out at 5000'. On Sunday, Rob Berndes
mastered the scratchy conditions to cover
the 45km to Corragin in around 1112
hours, reaching 2700' during that flight.
Their comments about the temperature
variations are a reminder to us all to wear
warm gear even if we are melting on the
ground. Some other good flights worthy
of mention, I'll cover later.
On another subject, I would like to thank
Piers Goodman who rang me out of the
blue to donate an old glider to the club.
As far as we can tell, it is a SK1 which is
about 1978 vintage. From Christmas on,
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you will see this glider set up at fly-ins as
a place for pilots to sit in the shade while
waiting for those words, 'It's on'. It will be
a museum and tent all in one, thanks to
Piers.
The October meeting was a great success.
In brief, we started on time at 7.30, we
covered a lot of good business and
finished at 8.45 at which time everyone
had a drink and talked flying. Helmut
Schrodel gave us an excellent presentation during the meeting on various safety
issues which he will summarise for us to
issue to everyone next meeting. As our
Safety Officer, Helmut's experience and
attitude to his flying is an asset to the club.
We ended our meeting with several
awards, including the Inaugural Eagle
Award. This month, Mark McCumber
got the nod for his XC flight form Kulin
on a scratchy day without a vario. We
hope that this award will be much sought
after by hang glider and paraglider pilots
alike. Unfortunately the parapenters
copped a lousy weekend of weather at
Shelleys but the boys will be in there as the
conditions improve.
Gary Wright's unexpected donation of
two trophies for the Kulin weekend was a
much appreciated gesture and it was left
to the good 01' dunny seat award to take
the evening out. We wondered if Brad
deliberately bombed out at the nearest
pub so he could watch the footy. His team
lost by 10 goals, his mates won trophies for
good flights, he got drunk and won the
seat for the second month in succession.
In closing this month's notes, I would like
to acknowledge the generosity of the guys
at the meeting who donated $120 to the
Dave Allan Assistance Fund.
Hang in there,
Keith Lush

Landowners in the Mt Cole area
(Western Victoria) have expressed concern that persons partaking in hang gliding or paragliding in the area might sue
them, if injury is sustained on their
property. After a lengthy exchange of
letters and phone calls to solicitors, the
landowners have agreed to let us land on
their property providing an indemnity
form is completed and passed on to them.
Each Pilot Flying At These Sites Has To
Complete One Form For Each Landowner, Once
Landowners are:
Mr Kevin Wilde, * Owns Buangor bombout, house is on Warrak Road with all
the caravans around it;
Mr Sandy Troup, * Owns all bombout
area next to hill at the new NE site Escarpment, house is below and east of
takeoff on Raglan-Elmhurst Road, kangaroo letterbox.
Although indemnity forms aren't legally
binding, a pilot wouldn't sue because the
action would lose all sites and bombouts
that are privately owned in Australia, perhaps even worldwide. Grim thought that.
Anyway all we need to do to keep flying is
fill out the forms.
Anyhow have a good one!
Rohan Holtkamp

Waiver Agreement
Name:
Address:
Telephone No:
1. In consideration of my being allowed by .................................................................. to
use their property for the purposes of hang gliding, trike flying or any other aviation
activities, I agree that under no circumstances will I hold them, their servants or agents
liable in respect of any injury or damage either to myself or to my property whether
caused by negligence or otherwise.
2. I further agree to indemnify ..................................................... , their servants ane
agents, in respect of any liability arising out of hang gliding, trike flying, or any otheJ
aviation activity conducted from, on or over their property.
Dated: ..../ ..../19 .. .
Signed: ...................................................................................... .
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VICTORIAN HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION INC
P.O BOX 400, PRAHRAN, VICTORIA 3181
BUSINESS: HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION

VICTORIAN HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION INC
P.O BOX 400, PRAll RAN , VICTORIA 3181
BUSINESS: HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE FOR YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 1990

STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE FOR YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 1990

4217.51
841.35

TOTAL INCOME FOR 1989/90
TOTAL EXPENDITURE FOR 1989/90
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) FOR THE YEAR ENDED
30TH JUNE 1990

3771.64
860.09
2911.55

5875.96

ACCUMULATED SURPLUS FOR PREVIOUS YEAR

6717.31

6717.31

TOTAL ACCUMULATED SURPLUS AS AT 30TH
JUNE 1990

9628.86

505~86

$/1989
3658.00
1000.00
27.00
15.00
355.86

INCOME
MEMBERSHIPS
GOVERNMENT GRANT
SALE OF AERONAUTICAL CHARTS
SALE OF SITE GUIDES
SALE OF SHOW BAGS
SALE OF EQUIPMENT
BANK INTEREST

$/1990
1822.00
1400.00
78.00
17.00
36.00
92.00
326.64

REPRESENTED BY:
5055.86

TOTAL INCOME FOR 1989/90

CURRENT ASSETS:

3771. 64

CASH AT BANK
LESS EXPENDITURE
8.60
25.00
2093.12
645.00
633.44
185.00
252.00
136.00

152.05
84.30
25.00

oZ

4214.51

FEDERAL TAX/STATE DUTY
AUDIT FEES
SITE IMPROVEMENTS
NATIONAL COMP FEES
POSTAGE, STATIONERY & COMMITEE COSTS
TRAVELLING EXPENSES
PRINTING OF SITE GUIDES
AIRSHOW ATTENDANCE COSTS
BANK FEES
SUBSCRIPTIONS
FLYPAPER MAILOUTS
MET. BOOKS & CLOUD CHARTS
INCORPORATION COSTS
HIRE OF HALL
TOTAL "EXPENpITURE FOR 1989/90

<
C'D

3
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....

5.96

2099.01

ANZ BANKING GROUP LTD
CHEQUE ACCOUNT No. 3240 12382

4754.00

2618.30

ANZ SAVINGS BANK LTD
INVESTMENT ACCOUNT No. 790009631

2874.86

2000.00

ANZ SAVINGS BANK LTD
CASH MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT - V2 VIC2769

2000.00

124.18
176.41
219.99

6717.31
12.50
116.14
164.91
40.00
860.09

9628.86
LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES:
TRADE CREDITORS

6717.31

9628.86

I CERTIFY THAT I HAVE EXAMINED THE CASH BOOKS, MINUTE BOOK,
CONSTITUTION AND ALL RELATED DOCUMENTS OF THE VICTORIAN HANG
GLIDING ASSOCIATION FOR THE PERIOD 1ST JULY, 1989 TO 30TH JUNE,
1990.

C'D

THE INCOME AND EXPENDITURE STATEMENT SHOWS A TRUE AND FAIR VIEW
OF THE AFFAIRS OF THE VICTORIAN HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION FOR THE
12 MONTHS PERIOD ENDED 30TH JUNE, 1990.
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new buyer, buying new trike ph Peter (04~
458319
Foil 152C Combat (Int) all extras, top conI
fluoro pink/grey/white $3000 ono also
Sjostrom varlo/altlmeter brand new unusel
normal new price $750, $675 ono also
ICOM vox unit can be used on 100 radio, need:
HS10 headset $50 ph Jenny (068) 537220 AH
Moyes XS 155 (Int) brand new cond only 15 hn
flown, mostly Stanwell Park blue LE (warp) ful
warp white TS blue & red US $3300 also
Ball 651 Varlo dual sensitivity one ft increment~
in gd cond $600 also
Braunlger Alto/varlo LCD $450 ph Lasco (02)
7596975 or 7598480 AH
Thermal Ute Sky Leg Power Pack has 45%
more thrust than standard unit. Tested ceiling
3500' with 285lb gross weight with Foil 160
glider, greater performance available from
lighter pilot or better glider, call for more information $1500 ph (042) 378557 AH
GTR 162 WB (Int) blue LE orange diamond US
gd cond $2000 also
Pod Harness suit pilot 5'10"-6' $300 ph Geoff
(042) 941898

NEW SOUTH WALES

*** LOST *.*
Skywatch ASI lost 14/10/90 Stanwell
Park, fluoro green housing, black face,
digital display would greatly appreciate
return pleJlse ph Alex de Waal (02)
4273647 AH or 9630929 BB
CT 170 (Nov) black LE yellow/lt yellow US & TS
v gd cond also
Cocoon harness suit 5'6"-6' pilot the lot $1200
ono will separate ph David Stout (049) 287559
BH or 682055 AH
Foil 140B (Int) white LE half rainbow US v gd
cond $1800 ph Debra (042) 942044 or 942305
Foil 155 (Int) gd cond blue LE orange yellow red
US white MS $800 also
Unlden UHF handheld with speaker mic $330 ph
Brian (066) 867352
Probe 11175 (Int) white. TS green US gd cond
$400 ph Glen (02) 6235990
Vision 170 (Nov) pink LE It blue & white US only
40 hrs exc cond includes helmet harness ph
Mike Garside (045) 703727 BH
GTR162 Racer (Int) ex cond gold all over performs v well tight sail no flutters $1200 ono also
GTR 162 VG (Int) gd cond all white with yellow
LE & top front surface
speed wires, Corryong trained always goes up, able to s~iff out
thermals within LD $800 ono ph Harry (042)

cm

967796
Moyes Mars 170 (Nov) red & white gd cond
mylar LE great trim flies well $1400 ph Mark (02)
5332365
Mission 150 (Nov) blue turquoise fluro yellow
pretty glider In gd cond v similar to XS Easy
$2400 ph Leith (02) 9052685 H or 9055599 W
Mission 170 (Nov) red blue & special yellow
thermals well $2200 also
GTR 162 WB (Int) red LE white US ultraweave
previously belonged to Steve Moyes top XC
glider $2700 ph Warren (02) 9052685 H or
9055599 W for test fly

Will Trade: GTR Race 162 v gd cond flys great
blue & grey dacron sail, WB profile; for Mars or
Nov glider & cash also
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XACT Harness, will also consider trade with pod
& Ball vario, 1 ft Increments both in ex cond ph
(065) 556140 or 549347 ask for Bevan or leave
m'essage
Moyes GTR 162 WB (Int) It blue LE grey US
fluoro green triangle white MS all extras $2500
ph Bob Barnes (065) 540416
AirBorne Trike 2 place 503 Rotax Arrow 1 ex
cond gold LE & white MS & US complete with
trailer with 12 mths rego $6990 ph Steve (049)
513230
XS Easy (Int) brand new 5 hrs airtime all faired
50z sail - MS, RH warp LE also
Pod & Chute brand new to match + helmet also
Electrophone TX 475 UHF Radio & mic $4000
forced to sell ph Robert (048) 411794
Gyro 160 (Nov) Mylar reinforced LE no sail flutter
pink with blue LE & tips 2spare uprights new Hall
ASI with extension & bracket Medium size helmet all gd cond $1300 also
Moyes Pod Harnes medium suit 5'6"-5'11" near
new & v gd cond blue with pink stripes steel
carabina $350 also
High Energy Parachute near new currently
fitted to pod but will separate $350 also
Car Racks front & rear professionally made front
adaptable to most cars, rear fits tow bar $80 the
set. Make an offer on the lot ph Graeme (02)
6286245 AH or 3137777 ext 27 BH
Your 1st High Performance wing - GTR 162
(Int) built when quality was 1st priority$11oo will
consider reasonable offers ph Graham (042)
942245
Airwave Calypso 160 (Nov) hardly used, white
yellow & rainbow $1850 also
Pod Ute Harness cost $600 only $290 with
helmet everything in perfect cond ph (066)
561088
Foil 155 (Int) white LE black & red US flies well
$700 ono also
Hummingbird varlowith TE probe $150 ono ph
Hayden (066)884326
Mars 170 (Nov) gd cond white with red LE mylar
inserts batten profile & apron harness $1000 ph
Steve (02) 6386964 AH
Combat Foil 152C (Int) fluoro orange LE blue
fluoro green only 18 hrs airtime $3600 ono suit

GTR Race (lnt) fluoro ysllow LE blue & white US
v gd cond $1950 ono also
GT 170 (Int) $600 ono also
Mars 170 (Nov) $1000 ph Neil (066) 857854
Magic IV 166 (Int) Red LE rainbow US 4.4 sail
cloth in v gd cond $1500 ph John (02) 6659186
Probe I (Int) yellow v gd cond incl harness &
helmet $750 ono ph Craig (049) 634951
Mars 170 (Nov) dk blue LE white MS gd cond
also
Moyes Pod harness the lot $1200 ono ph Mark
(065) 598828
Foil 152 Combat (Int) absolutely brand new (test
flown only) red yellow & white sail with kevlar TE
band a giveaway at $3950 ph William (02)
6602309
Foil 160B Racer (Int) orange fluoro mylar LE
black/orange US gd cond $2200 also
Blackhawk Deluxe Pod Harness heavy duty red
with black/rainbow trim leather drag protector on
boot bunge boot hook for ground handling adjustable shoulder straps, leg loops & foot tube,
spine bag, zipped chest bag, open & close pull
cords, webbing straps to stow gear above legs
or in boot, new velcro on ballast bag, loops &
bunge under left arm for radio , skyting & aero
tow lo.ops. This harness has everything except
a ballistic parachute launcher & landing flare
sensor $350 ph Len (068) 537220
CT 170 (Nov) black LE yellow/lt yellow US & TS
v gd cond also
Cocoon harness suit 5'6"-6' pilot the lot $1200
ono will separate ph David (049) 287559 W or
682055AH
Moyes GTR 162 Race (Int) with WB profile blue
& grey dacron sail gd cond $2000 also
Xact harness brand new save $200 off new price
suit medium build 5'10"-6' fluoro colours also
Ball varlo 652 1ft increments ex cond will consider trade on glider & harness ph (065) 556140
leave name & message or (049) 434927
Wanted Used LARGE size pod harness to fit 6'3"
pilot easily ph Brett (02) 7434060 AH
Magic IV 166 (lnt) yellow LE blue US also
Blackhawk Harness suit 5'7" + Chute the lot
$1700 ph (02) 6464038

Aero Race (Nov) yellow LE & TE mid blue &
orange US gd cond flown 30 hrs $2300 ph Chris
(049) 631840

Skytech Flightdeck comprises dual scale vario
digital alti, air speed indicator, temp gauge &
batt charger ex cond $600 ph (07) 8012262

Gyro II (Nov) blue LE yellow MS gd cond just
overhauled $1200 ph Ian (02) 5203303 AH

Payout Winch complete & compact, includes
600m of 4mm new rope, power rewind, simple
operation, suits ute, tray top, station wagon or
trailer. No bolting down required & no vehicle
modifications necessary $950 incl freight east
coast ph Ron (079) 552913 all hrs

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Power set for hang glider Minimum, brand new
from Germany, complete kit, $2900 also
1 spare engine $900 also
GTR 162 (Int) gd cond flies well $1450 also
Wills Wing Duck 160 (Int) black & rainbow exc
cond make an offer ph Tom (08) 2729134 till
20/12/90 will then be travelling to Rainbow
Beach
Magic Full Race 166 (lnt) 4.4oz dacron MS
mylar LE speed bar V.B. ex cond $1400 ono ph
(08) 3863452

QUEENSLAND
GTR 151 (Int) no intermediate battens white
orange LE airfoil uprights plastic coated wires,
speed bar low hrs well maintained unique glider
suit lady or those who do not want full race
characteristics but still want better than intermediate performance would not sell but for
financial hardship pr. Bronwyn $2000 (076)
984124
Probe 11175 (Int) gd cond new bag new top wires
$490 ph Hannes (079) 396365
2 x Barlgo Wrist Altimeters 0-10,000 feet ideal
for coast $75 ea ph Jim (076) 984124
Foil 160B (Int) gd cond new glider bag spare
upright nice to fly, XC glider $1500 ph Gary (075)
464104
Mars 170 (Nov) rainbow MS stirrup harness gd
cond $1000 ph Simon (077) 785326
Aero 150 Race (Nov) fluoro pink scrim LE fluoro
yellow/flu oro pink US faired uprights 40 hrs & 3
mths old $2500 ph (07) 8481409
Hummingbird varlo/altimeter in stu rdy
fibreglass pod $250 also
Gyro II 180 (Nov) ex cond has been checked
over must sell harness incl $1450 ono also
Mars 170 (Nov) with harness $950 also
Cocoon Harness from 5'4"-6'3" also
Apron Harness with stirrup $40 ph Pat (079)
792562

Gyro 11160 (Nov) dk blue LE It blue & yellow US
v gd cond v lightweight glider great for ground
handling $1200 ono also
Moyes Backpack cocoon harness suit 5'4"5'10" $100 ono ph Mark (07) 3597124 AH or
2261651 W
Gyro 180 (Nov) red with rainbow stripes with
apron harness & air speed indicator & helmet ex
training glider $950 ph Brad (077) 792853 H or
Ray (077) 752607 H

VICTORIA
GTR 162 (Int) red LE It blue US gd cond flyies
well $1400 ph Martin (03) 5605992
Wanted 151 Race or similar in gd order, will pay
around $2000 ph Dave (03) 7048564
Pterodactyl Ascender II Cuyuna UIII-02 engine
35 hp reconditioned propeller cruising speed
50mph 900ft/min climb rate, land & takeoff in
100ft Skymaster parachute just repacked, full
instruction manual $3000 ono ph Trevor (053)
852348
Magic IV 166 (lnt) tight white sail with rainbow
forgiving handling with competitive performance can be test flown at Bright, suit experienced Novice to Advanced $980 ph Don
(052) 214276 AH or 738360 BH

XS 155 (lnt) pink scrim LE It blue US white warp

MS kingpost hang 5 hrs airtime only! 11$3550 ono
also
Moyes Meteor 150 (Int) yellow & red suit lighter
pilot perfect cond & has been sitting in garage
with only 11 hrs airtimelll $750 ono ph Brett
Freebody (062) 957434 H, 488988 BH
Mission 170 (Nov) black LE fluoro yellow US
white TS November '89 new test flown & 2 soaring flights $2200 ono also
Pod Harness red new cond $250 ph Murray (06)
2583223AH
GTR 162 (lnt) VB blue & yellow low airtime $1300
also
Cocoon harness parachute & instruments ph
Barry Weatherburn (06) 2587625 H or 2896840

W

WA
Magic III 166 (lnt) faired king post & uprights
speed bar pitchy VB batten profile & manual
yellow LE skyblue US & white TS ex cond & ex
perform $1600 ph Rob (Og) 3542739

Zephir 87 (Int) in gd cond red LE white MS
rainbow US $1500 ph Marlies (03) 8481193 AH
or 4698555 BH

Mars 190 (Nov) blue LE pink/blue US easy handling with floating X-bars suit heavier pilot $1000
ph Steve (079) 750232

GTR 162 VG (Int) faired upright & kingpost flies
well $990 or will swap or trade for Mars 190 ph
Angus (03)5722568

GTR 162 (lnt) gd cond speed bar, new bolts new
nose wires bag 12 mths old, batten profile,
manual, no tears or flutters, yellow LE white MS
2 tone green US $1250 also
Cocoon harness with 5000lb carabina suit 5'5"5'10" pilot $120 ph Russell (074) 866253

Apron Harness with stirrup ex cond $100 ph Geoff
(054) 478557

Wills Wing HPII Race (Nov) ex 88 World's glider
trilam LE fitted with VB & internal compensator
v gd cond $2200 also
1.6 metre dla. recovery Drag Chute for tow
rope retrieval in as new cond $70 also

ACT

Mars 150 (Nov) with VB blue LE & rainbow gd
cond $600 ph (03) 7257459

Mission 170 (Nov) ex cond pilot ready to
upgrade $2000 ono ph Hans (079) 724230

Moyes GTR 162 WB (lnt) parallel plus 2 (super
durable) MS cloth, orange LE fluoro yellow US
low hrs ex cond factory extras for top perform
call for details! will consider trade on intermediate glider $2200 ph Keith (07) 3526293 AH

Foil 165 (Int) v gd cond dk blue LE It blue US &
white TS 60 hrs air time priced to sell $950 also
Magic 111177 (Int) white & red striped US 10 hrs
flying time mylar LE $1500 ph Peter (03) 5555205
AH

GTR 175 (lnt) red LE white US with red blaze
white MS looks gd faired king post low hrs (38hrs)
ex cond one owner glider perfect initial high
performance glider for heavier pilot $1900 ph
John Twomey (03) 3976033

GTR 162 Race (Int) fluoro yellow US & LE white
ultraweave MS speed bar faired uprights & king
post WB batten profile tight sail & floats well
$1900 ph Noel Bear (03) 8893466 AH

Mars 170 (Nov) black LE white MS Red Keel
Pocket, flies well $800 ono ph Chris (075) 369123

turns & no flutters (except at speed) new flying
wires, everything works fine at only $500 one of
you scumbags has to buy itl ph Rob (03)
4895182 or AI (03) 5372263

Mission 170 (Nov) red LE
yellow & white US speed
bar 3 hrs flying time in absolute ex cond $2500 also
Moyes Pod red & white in
brand new cond suit 5'8"6'3" $350 ph Dean (03)
7260935 H or 7207338 BH
Mission 170 (Nov) Red LE
rainbow US white TE
speed bar $2100 ph Jim
(03) 7293595 or 7207338
BH
GTR 162 (Int) ok the sail is
showing its age but no
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$105 plain, $145 prescription, $165 Bi-focal
Wrap-around, metal or plastic frames
Electronic Tow Meters - $185
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North Coast Avionics
Denis Cummings
PO Box 741
Byron Bay 2481
Ph (066) 856287
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It's beautiful to look at, the quality of workmanship is superb and the finish is just dazzling !
First in its class in the Around Britain air race the Flash really is a winner.
Standard equipment includes a streamlined shock strut suspension system, padded "bucket" seats, a sleek
carbon fibre reinforced cockpit (available in your choice of colour), wheel spats, carby anti-ice, individual tool
kit and map pockets, nosewheel drum brake, a "quiet kit" exhaust, bright polished aluminium throughout,
and of course the Flash speed wing.
Without doubt, the best Trike money can buy - the Flash!
ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES
SUNBURY AIRFIELD, SUNBURY, VICTORIA, 3429
(03) 744-1305, 439-6083 AH, 431-1869 FAX

Now you can pick from 3 models of UFM trikes! The Flash 1 and Flash 2a
twin seaters or the the single seat Scorcher. The Flash 1 is the budget priced
••
machine that still holds the reputation in Europe as "the nicest twin seater ever
made"; the highly advanced Flash 2a with its super clean wing, docile handling characteristics and its patented
streamlined gas strut suspension system or the little hot rod Scorcher for those that want a top quality single
seater. Why not order a UFM trike now and start flying one of the worlds best trikes - this season !!

NEWS

"

Write, phone or Fax for a colour information brochure. Dealerships available to trike flying schools. Instructor
training also available at Australia's first legal trike school.

ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES, SUNBURY AIRFIELD, VICTORIA, 3429
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~ Many other brands of Trikes are not type ap- ~
I careful
proved, are not legal and may never be legal. Be I
if the new trike you plan to buy is not apI Not
proved under CAO 95.32 you can not fly it at all! ~
two up or solo !!
~
~
I~ With
,a legal machine, approved and. recognised I
flight training is available, insurance is available I
YES, THE FLASH IS LEGAL!

~

~

~

~

~

and you can legally take passengers.
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